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Introduction and Motivation

Since the conception of the transistor, solid state technology has been a vital part
in driving the continous increase in available processing power. In a paper in 1965,
Gordon Moore predicted that the number of transistors placed on a single chip would
double every year [1], a trend he corrected ten years later to a rate of doubling of
transistor numbers every two years [2]. This proved surprisingly stable for the last
decades.
However, with current transistor feature sizes entering regimes where the channels only cover lengths of the order of a hundred atoms, increase in individual chip
performance may eventually run into its fundamental limitations [3], which are of
quantum mechanical nature.
For this reason, people are starting to look into different solutions for how we
can keep increasing our computational resources. One intriguing next step would
be to actually use these quantum properties of nature and manipulate them in way
to perform useful computations, if we are forced to deal with them anyway [4]. This
is a natural way to simulate other quantum systems, where a computer will quickly
run into problems to the exponential increase in complexity for a scaling quantum
system [4], which indicates the potential behind this approach but also how difficult
it is to actually tame them.
While small scale Quantum Computing Systems have already been realized using Superconducting Microwave qubits and circuitry (e.g. a 50 qubit chip recently
announced by IBM [5]), the numbers of qubits in these systems are still quite a bit
away from where they need to be to perform useful quantum computation. With
recent High Performance Computations being able to simulate a 56 qubit quantum system [6], the threshold for what is considered Quantum Supremacy, where
Quantum Computing may truly surpass the classical one, has been moved towards
higher numbers of qubits. Additionally, the number of physical qubits currently
used as a reference is not indicative of the the number of logical QuBits a properly
working Quantum Computer will feature, since physical imperfections make the
combination of multiple physical qubits to represent a single logical qubit necessary
[7]. This process, called Quantum Error Correction, is an equally vibrant topic of
research as the push for manufacturing of large scale physically realized networks of
coupled qubits to host such codes [8], ultimately working hand in hand to hopefully
provide humanity with the capabilities of quantum computing in the future. While
superconducting qubits may carry us a long way towards large scale quantum computation, they offer considerable engineering challenges in being scaled up, such as
on chip cross-talk between the components [9].
Here, spin qubits hosted in solid state systems have a clear advantage since
they can be, in principle, very tightly packed and would profit immensely form the
collected knowledge of decades of industrial engineering capabilities, which can be
1

ideally transferred towards solid state quantum computing design in a direct manner
[10]. Today, silicon spin qubits hosted in isotropically purified Silicon already feature
coherence times on the order of seconds [11], and high fidelity gates (ą 99.9%) have
been demonstrated as well [12]. However, while qubit coherence times and short
range two qubit interaction are definitely at or close to the stage where they need
to be, Silicon quantum computing has, as of now, no proper answer to the question
of long range coupling.
The standard benchmark for realizability of implementing quantum computing
in a particular physical system are the five DiVincenzo-criteria [13]:
1. A scalable physical system with well characterized qubits
2. The ability to initialise the state of the qubits to a simple fiducial state
3. Long relevant decoherence times, much longer than the gate operation time
4. A “universal” set of quantum gates
5. A qubit-specific measurement capability
Due to the lack of long range coupling, the first and the forth criteria are currently
particular bottlenecks for Silicon realisations. While alternative schemes for long
distance spin to spin coupling (such as spin-photon interface mediated use of a microwave cavity [14, 15]) have been proposed and are continuously improving, the idea
of purely staying in a spin environment is attractive due to the already mentioned
benefits provided by being able to leverage the knowledge of the semiconductor industry, where large scale fabrication processes of micro- and nanodevices are being
taken to their limits.
Motivated by this, the aim of this thesis is to investigate what kind of problems
currently envisioned coherent electron transfer devices may encounter in Silicon/SiliconGermanium gate-confined nano structures, and to lay out proper methods to describe them in a sufficiently efficient manner.

2
2.1

Solid State Quantum Computing
Gate defined Silicon Quantum Dots

In classical information theory, the smallest amount of information is denoted “a
bit”, which can be in either one of two distinct states (usually denoted as 0 and
1). A quantum bit (qubit) is the quantum information equivalent. Similar to the
classical bit, it lives in a Hilbert space spanned by two quantum states |0y and |1y.
Contrary to the classical bit, a qubit may take on any possible value given by a
superposition of the two states:
|ψy “ α|0y ` β|1y,
2
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(001) SiGe virtual substrate
Figure 1: Sketch of a gate defined quantum dot (courtesy of Lars Schreiber).

normalized with α2 `β 2 “ 1, since the distance of the total quantum state does have
any physical meaning. This difference in what the fundamental piece of information
results in certain strengths and weaknesses featured by quantum computing. The
types of qubits used in Silicon Quantum Computing usually utilize the electron spin
degree of freedom [16], which is the case for the device investigated in this thesis as
well.
If we choose a Solid State System as a host for the spin qubit, we need to additionally provide a sufficiently strong confinement potential which yields a discrete
energy spectrum of sufficiently wide spaced energy eigenstates. Such a small confinement in three dimensions is usually referred to as a Quantum Dot [17]. This can
be realized by e.g. impurities which serve as a confinement potential in all three
dimensions (such a configuration is referred to as a Kane Qubit [18]), or by employing lower dimensional confinement structures (quantum wires (2D confinement) or
quantum wells (1D confinement)) where the remaining confinement potential is supplied externally via electrostatic gate configurations to realize full 3D confinement
(so called Gate Defined Quantum Dots, Loss-DiVincenzo Qubit [16]). To avoid thermal population of higher energy states, the confinement should be strong enough
to realize energy splittings much larger than the thermal energy kB T . Additionally,
cooling the devices down to Temperatures in the milli Kelvin regime allows us to
keep thermal excitations to a minimum, and allows us to define proper qubits with
the Zeeman-split spin state of the confined electron.
The Gate Defined Quantum Dots which are studied in this thesis are realized
in Silicon/Silicon-Germanium Quantum Wells. A sketch of the realisation relevant
to the coherent transfer device is shown in Figure 1. The quantum well is located
about 45 nm below the surface, where metallic gate fingers have been deposited to
provide the lateral confinement potential. Both the shown quantum dot realisation
as well as the QuBus device operate in accumulation mode, which means that an
3

active bias has to be applied at the top gates for the two dimensional electron
gas (2DEG) in the quantum well to be populated with electrons. The vertical
confinement is provided by two Si0.75 Ge0.25 layers sandwiching the quantum well.
For the Quantum well layer, isotopically purified Silicon [19] is used, eliminating
the problem of

29

Si isotopes, featuring a non-zero nuclear spin which can couple to

the electron spin states one wishes to use for Quantum Computing, and therefore
presents an unwanted decoherence channel.

2.2

Device under study

Source

Drain

SET

1D channel

SET

2DEG

Figure 2: Sketch of a the QuBus (courtesy of Lars Schreiber).

While Figure 1 gives a good idea of the environment the electron will be placed
in, the top gate configuration is not a transport design, which is what we wish to
investigate. We therefore take a look at the the coherent electron transfer device
(dubbed Quantum Bus (QuBus) from now on) in this section (see Figure 2).
For the QuBus, two modes of operation are envisioned which keep an electron
at all times in an electrostatically defined Quantum Dot array. The first transport
mode under consideration will follow the idea of uniformly translating the initial
dot, carrying the electron along with it. Due to the operational principle being very
similar to an industrial conveyor belt, this mode of operation will be referred to as
conveyor mode throughout the thesis. The second possibility is based on adiabatic
swapping of localized states between (strongly) tunnel coupled quantum dots. Since
this mode of operation resembles a “pouring” of the electron from one quantum dot
(bucket) to the next, it will be referred to as the bucket brigade mode.
In principle, both transport modes can be realized in the same device, assuming
the operator has flexibility with respect to the contact signals. For the device to be
scalable, all the device contacts have to be connected along the conveyor direction,
so that in principle only 4 global dynamic signals are required to perform coherent
4
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Figure 3: Simulation result of a 1D demonstration potential for the two transport modes.

shuttling cycles on the whole chip.
The first study we undertake is a look at the operation of the two transport
modes in the channel. For this, we performed a two dimensional numerical analysis
of a periodic transport configuration, choosing the xz plane at px, y “ Ly {2, zq
(cf. Figure 4 (middle)) as a simulation domain and evaluating the electrostatic
potential in the middle of the Si quantum well. The resulting potential profiles
are plotted in the lower part of Figure 3. The location of the Quantum Well
was chosen 45 nm below the top gates, which allows for the higher harmonics to
decay fast enough so that only the lowest harmonic survives at this depth, yielding
an almost perfect sinusoidal transport potential for the conveyor mode (left) and
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smoothed dot potentials for the Bucket Brigade mode (right). The time dependent
signals and their address lines are plotted in colors and labelled by integers greater
than zero, while the constant signal for the bucket brigade mode is is painted grey
and labelled with zero. The four snapshots of the potentials correspond to the 4
dashed lines shown in the signal plots above.
The applied signals are quite different for the two transport modes. The conveyor
signal is pretty simplistic, since all contacts receive the same (albeit phase shifted)
signal. For the bucket brigade, one cycle consists of two separate segments. During
the duty cycle D (0 ă t ă D), the lowest lying energy eigenstates of the two
quantum dots corresponding to the signals 2 and 3 in the plot are crossed, leading
to an adiabatic transfer of the quantum state if done slowly enough (as depicted
in the figure). During this time, the third active signal (signal 1) is kept at a
higher energy so that the dots formed by these contacts are well isolated and don’t
accidentally take part in the swapping process. After the duty cycle is finished the
dots corresponding to the contact signals 1 and 2 switch places in terms of energy.
Since the electron is located in dot 3 during this time, there is no need to perform
this switching slowly, and the duty cycle D should be chosen as close to the total
cycle duration T as possible.
2.2.1

Modelling of the Device

The focus of study lies on the effects a single electron is subject to while traversing
the coherent transfer device. For this work, we are not going to study read-out or
loading operations at the ends of the device, but assume that an electron has already
been placed inside the QuBus potential and is now subject to being transported.
Furthermore, we make the assumption that a single electron at a time occupies
the device, and the surrounding quantum well region is sufficiently depleted so that
no electrostatic coupling of the electron to charged regions (e.g. Fermi sea), which
would have to be modelled in a self consistent manner, occurs. In particular, the
back-action of the electron on the gate structure is assumed to be negligible, so that
the electrostatic potential is essentially the same as for a electron free device.
If these conditions hold, we may simulate the electrostatic potential of the transfer device a priori, which means we can make use of the superposition property of the
Poisson equation to greatly reduce the computational complexity of the problem.
First, in the following section, we outline the modelling of the solid state environment the electron is placed in, before we continue to compute the transport
potentials.

6

3

Study of the Electrostatics Problem

3.1

Formulating the Electrostatics Problem

Since the overall computational problem is quite challenging even when dealt with in
a 2D Quantum Well approximation, we will need a way to compute the electrostatic
potential inside the Quantum well in an efficient manner. The previously stated
assumption of neglecting any backaction the electron might have on external charge
distributions allows us to solve the Poisson equation a priori for all timesteps, and
propagate the electron through the resulting time dependent Hamiltonian. We will
give an overview of the procedure in this section, and then apply it to solve the
Electrostatics Problem for the conveyor case.
We fully extract the Potential Configuration in x and y in the Middle of the
Quantum Well, which approximates its value over the whole well width reasonably
well for thin wells. Also motivated by well thinness, we extract the z-dependence of
the Potential to first order, i.e. we obtain a background Electric Field Ez px, y, z0 q
in the whole well plane, which determines the Potential component V̂z . The total
potential to first order in z then reads:
ˇ
BV px, y, zq ˇˇ
pz ´ z0 q
V px, y, zq « V px, y, z0 q `
ˇ
Bz
z“z0
“ V px, y, z0 q ´ qEz px, y, z0 qpz ´ z0 q

(2)

From now on, we may omit the index z0 , and any px, yq dependence is implied to be
evaluated at z “ z0 . In the next step, we make use of the superposition principle,
allowing us to synthesize the complete time dependent potential by time dependent
weighting of the stationary influence of the individual gate contacts in the quantum
well plane:
VnC px, y, ptqq “ AnC pptqqξnVC px, yq.

(3)

ptq is a vector of the relevant time dependent quantities entering the contact weights
AnC pptqq rVs, for example for the conveyor it may be the magnitude of the applied
`
˘
signals as well as the instantaneous phase ptq “ V0 ptq, ϕMW ptq , which enter the
contact weight as V0 ptq cospϕMW ptq. We will usually consider V0 ptq ” V0 stationary
in time.
ξnVC px, yq r1s is the Voltage “Green’s function” for the contact nC , and is found by
solving the Poisson equation for unit AnC while setting all other contact potentials
to zero (AnC “ 1, AmC “ 0 @mC ‰ nC ).
The total voltage is then found by summing over all these contributions, with
the time dependence isolated in the voltage signals AnC pptqq:
ÿ
ÿ
Vtot px, y, ptqq “
VnC px, y, ptqq “
AnC pptqqξnVC px, yq.
nC

nC
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(4)

The same procedure is performed for the Ez -Field
Ez,tot px, y, ptqq “

ÿ

Ez,nC px, y, ptqq “

nC

ÿ

AnC pptqqξnECz px, yq,

(5)

nC

with the Ez -Field “Green’s function” ξnECz px, yq r(V/m)/Vs for the contact nC , found
analogous to the voltage counterpart.

3.2

Solution of the Electrostatics Problem via Finite Elements

We will now present the solution to the Electrostatics Problem via the Finite Element Method (FEM). For a numerical solutions on irregular geometries, Finite
Difference Methods (FDM) loose a lot of their appeal, since they are not very flexible with respect to the shape and varying stepsize on a domain. The Finite Element
Method excels for these types of problems, since it can be formulated on irregular
grids, which can be found beforehand via meshing algorithms [20].
With the approximations we made, the part for the electrostatics problem we
have to solve is to find the in plane components ξnVC px, yq and ξnECz px, yq for each contact ensemble. How these are defined is shown in the signal line sketch in Figure 3,
where we are solving for the conveyor mode potential in this section. The whole device is contained in a bounding box of dimensions pLx , Ly , Lz q “ p1000, 600, 400q nm.
The geometry parameters shown in Figure 4 are
wC “ 30 nm
hC “ 70 nm
LSc “ 750 nm
wSc “ 150 nm
hSc “ 30 nm
hSiGe,b “ 60 nm
hSi “ 12 nm
hSiGe,t “ 40 nm

The spacings between contacts and Screening gates, as well as the area around
these regions, are assumed to be filled with an uniformly deposited layer of Al2 O3 ,
which is assumed to have the thickness tIso “ 5 nm. All the spacings between contacts and screening gates therefore feature this gap size tIso . We wish to solve the
homogeneous Poisson equation with boundary conditions specified by the contact
and screening potentials. The boundaries to the exterior (red boundaries in Figure 4) are set as homogeneous von Neumann boundary conditions. This implies that
8
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Figure 4: Sketch of QuBus Finite Element Configuration.
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Figure 6: Plot of Ez px, yq components corresponding to the solution in Figure 5 (left).
The magnitude of the field is about maxt|Ez |u « 0.15 mV/nm.
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the configuration inside the simulation domain is charge-neutral, since no dielectric
flux may exit the domain:
ż
ε∇V prq ¨ ndA “ 0

Qint “

(6)

BΩ

where Qint is the total charge contained in the computational domain Ω, dA the
infinitesimal surface element with the associated surface normal n and D ¨ n “
εE ¨ n “ ´ε∇V pr̂q ¨ n is the dielectric flux density directed towards the surface,
with the material specific dielectric constant ε “ ε0 εr . This condition holds true
when the QuBus is electron free, but is violated once we introduce the electron,
which is a correction we chose to neglect. The Poisson equation is then
∆V prq “ 0,

(7)

With the Dirichlet boundary conditions V prq “ AnC @r P SnC , where SnC is the
collection of points located on the surface of the contact nC . The parameters used
for the dielectric material properties are
εr,Si “ 11.7
εr,SiGe « 12.83
εr,Al2 O3 “ 9.1,
where the dielectric constant for SiGe was taken as a linear superposition based on
the alloy composition Si1´x Gex with x “ 0.25 and εr,Ge “ 16.2.
To solve the problem, we employ the finite element code provided by the FEniCS
environment [20–22]. Since the internal meshing algorithm turned out not properly
suited for creating 3D Tetrahedral meshes, we first meshed the geometry in gmsh
[23] and supply the mesh to FEniCS to perform the Finite Element Analysis.
Figures 5 and 6 contain the results of a typical simulation for the conveyor
potential configuration. The magntiude of the applied contact potential was V0 “
40 meV, which resulted in a conveyor potential of peak to peak amplitude 4.8 meV,
while the electric field along the z direction takes on a maximum value of maxt|Ez |u «
0.15 mV/nm.

4
4.1

Solid State Theory
Periodic Crystal Potential

The following section serves the purpose of going through the simplifications and
assumptions reducing the quantum many body problem of the crystal Hamiltonian
to a tractable description which we can solve numerically. The first part closely
follows the Chapter 2 of “Fundamentals of Semiconductors” [24].
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The Hamilton operator for a infinitely large crystal can be written as
ÿ P̂ 2j
ÿ p̂2
1 ÿ
Zj Zj 1 e2
i
`
`
Ĥ “
2mi
2Mj 2 j‰j 1 4πε0 |R̂j ´ R̂j 1 |
j
i
ÿ
Zj e2
e2
1ÿ
´
,
`
2 i‰i1 4πε0 |r̂ i ´ r̂ i1 |
i,j 4πε0 |r̂ i ´ R̂j |

(8)

where the index i labels all electrons in the system and the index j labels all ions
in the system. The lower-case operators r̂ i (position operator) and p̂i (momentum
operator) act on electrons and the upper-case operators R̂j and P̂ j on nuclei. mi
and Mj label the mass of the respective particles and Zj are the charge numbers of
the nuclei. Since the density of atoms in a solid is on the order of 1023 atoms/cm3 ,
the full solution of the Hamiltonian is a problem which is out of reach even for
current supercomputers. Fortunately, we can make assumptions for the solution
of the Hamiltonian which allow us to make approximations greatly reducing the
complexity of problem, neglecting properties which are not of our immediate interest.
The first assumption is the lumping together of the nuclei and the electrons
very tightly bound (and thus localized) to the nucleus, labelled core electrons, to
single ion cores. Higher lying electrons will be referred to as valence electrons, which
occupy unfilled energy shells and are of high importance to the phenomena which
are of interest to us. The label i in the Hamiltonian (8) thus now only count the
valence electrons, while the nuclei label j represents the core ions at the positions of
the original nuclei. The effective charge number Zj will therefore be reduced, and
the mass of the core ions receives a (negligible) contribution from the core electrons.
We now follow up with the Born–Oppenheimer (adiabatic) approximation. We note
that the mass of the core ions is much larger compared to the electrons, and their
response to external forces will be much slower compared to the electrons. The BornOppenheimer approximation is a separation of time-scales for the electrons and core
ions: The electrons respond on a time-scale where the ion motion is effectively frozen
in, i.e. the electrons move in an instantaneous “snapshot” of the ionic positions an
the generated potential. On the other hand, an effective Hamiltonian for the ions
includes interaction between the ions and an effective, time-averaged background
field by the fast moving electrons. We can therefore express the original Hamiltonian
(8) as a sum of three terms:
Ĥ “ Ĥion pR̂j q ` Ĥel pr̂ i , R̂j,0 q ` Ĥel,ion pr̂ i , δ R̂j q

(9)

The first term is the Hamiltonian describing the ionic motion, the second one the
adiabatic electron evolution in the ionic potential with the ions at their equilibrium
positions R̂j,0 and the third term describes interaction of the electrons with the ions
under small displacement from their equilibrium positions δ R̂j , which is termed
electron-phonon interaction.
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Currently, we are mostly interested in diagonalizing the electron Hamiltonian.
With the approximations previously outlined, it takes the form of
Ĥel “

ÿ p̂2
ÿ
Zj e2
1ÿ
e2
i
´
`
.
1|
2m
2
4πε
|r̂
´
r̂
4πε
|r̂
´
R̂
|
i
0
i
i
1
j,0
0
i
i
i,j
i‰i

(10)

Since this is still a many body problem of large size, we will further make the so
called mean field approximation, where each single electron only interacts where
the an average of all the other electrons in the system, yielding the same effective
potential V prq for each electron. Thus, the final one electron Hamiltonian will take
the form of
Ĥ1e “

p̂2
` V pr̂q
2me

(11)

The effective potential V prq should fulfil the same symmetry properties as the crystal lattice of the material it is supposed to represent. In particular, this implies
translational symmetry along the principal crystal axes in a perfect, infinitely large
crystal, a property we will exploit in the following section.

4.2

Transition to Envelope Function Approximation

A perfect, infinitely extended quantum well is translation invariant in its quantum
well plane, while the region occupied by electrons confined to the quantum well is
of finite extend. We will therefore treat the domain as a a supercell of finite extend
in the quantum well growth direction z, while the system is translational invariant
in the x and y directions [25]. In this description, we expand the wave-function in
the Bloch-basis
Ψprq “

ÿ

An,kK φn,kK prq,

(12)

n,kK

where we are working in the reduced zone scheme (confining kK to the first Brillouin
zone) and label the bands by n [26, 257 ff.]. The wave vector kK is oriented inside
the quantum well plane, and the Bloch functions φn,k prq represent the whole state
of the quantum well system along the z-direction.
The electrostatic confinement potential we will apply in the quantum well directions is smoothly varying V px, yq{∇V px, yq ! aSi , where aSi « 0.543 nm is the
atomic length scale of Silicon. For the in plane directions x and y, we will therefore
apply an Envelope Function Approximation (EFA) [27–29], in the process of which
we reduce the set of considered Bloch functions to the 4 lowest lying conduction
band Bloch functions, which feature a valley and a spin degree of freedom, which
we also indexed by n in the previous description. These degrees of freedom will
also enter the Schrödinger equation for the Envelope Functions, introducing the valley splitting and spin orbit splitting operators extracted from the Bloch function
solutions.
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4.3

Formulation of Hamiltonian for the Envelope Function

We wish to study the behaviour of a single electron under the influence of an external
electrostatic

potential

while

it

is

living

on

the

strained

underlying

Si0.75 Ge0.25 /Si/Si0.75 Ge0.25 lattice. Following the previous discussion, we treat the
in-plane component of the Hamiltonian in the EFA, which extends over the px, yqquantum well plane. The two other degrees of freedom included in the description
are the spin degree of freedom and, due to the conduction band structure of the
strained Silicon, one valley degree of freedom. We will thus write the envelope
function of the electron in the basis:
ż
ż
ÿ ÿ
dr
cr,s,v ptq|ryb|syb|vy ”
|Ψptqy “
R3

dr

R3

s“Ö v“˘kz

ÿ ÿ

cr,n,v ptq|rsvy (13)

s“Ö v“˘kz

with the position ket |ry “ |xyb|yy, the spin kets |sy (here expanded in the up/down
basis along the z-axis) and the valley kets |vy written in the `kz and ´kz valley
basis. We choose the basis with ez along the growth direction of the nanostructure
(i.e. perpendicular to the Quantum Well plane), while ex is oriented in the Quantum
Well plane along the transport direction, leaving ey oriented perpendicular to the
transport direction in the Quantum Well plane. With these, the general Hamilton
Operator modelling the system we are trying to solve is:
ÿ
EZS
EV S,i
σ̂ ¨ b ` P̂i,xy
τˆi
2
2
i
ÿÿ
“
‰
P̂i,xy |vi yxvi | βi,vi pk̂r100s σ̂r100s ´ k̂r010s σ̂r010s q ` αi,vi pk̂r010s σ̂r100s ´ k̂r010s σ̂r100s q
`

Ĥptq “ T̂xy ` V̂xy ptq `

i

vi

(14)
where T̂xy and V̂xy are, respectively, the kinetic and potential energy operator in
the Quantum Well plane. Apart from its electrostatic component (which was found
by the Finite Element Analysis in the previous chapter), the potential operator V̂xy
contains the region dependent energy of the lowest lying subband of the Quantum
well, so that its total form reads:
V̂xy pptqq “ V el.st. px̂, ŷ, z0 , ptqq `

ÿ

P̂i,xy Ei,s0

(15)

i

The first order dependence of the Potential along the z direction Ezel.st. px̂, ŷ, z0 , ptqq
i
is fed into Ĥz,TB
pEzel.st. q (to be specified later), which is the Hamilton Operator for a

xy translational invariant Quantum Well, which will be solved in the Tight Binding
Formalism yielding the solution for the Bloch functions lying at the conduction band
minimum for region i.
The solution of the Bloch functions contains information about the operators
acting on the spin and valley degrees of freedom, which we then extract to define the complete Hamiltonian for the envelope function. Since EzFEM px, y, z0 , ptqq
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parametrizes the Tight Binding computations, all the parameters extracted during
this procedure (Ei,s0 , ϕVS,i , Ei,VS , αi,vi , βi,vi ) depend on it as well.
P̂i,xy are projectors operating on the |xyy-space, which select the discrete regions
of uniform quantum well height labelled with i. These plateau region projectors are
given by
ż
P̂i,xy “

d2 r Θppr ´ r i,L q ¨ nmc qΘp´pr ´ r i,R q ¨ nmc q|xyyxxy|

(16)

where Θpxq is the Heavyside step function, r i,L and r i,R are points lying on the
steps bounding region i from below/above with respect to the miscut direction nmc
(pr i,R ´ r i,L qnmc “ wi ą 0), with nmc being a unit vector along the direction of the
miscut and wi is the width of plateau i.
In each of these regions, the valley space will be subject to the the corresponding
τ̂i operator, a superposition of the equatorial Pauli operators
τ̂i “ cospϕVS,i qτ̂x ` sinpϕVS,i qτ̂y

(17)

in the ˘kz valley-basis, dependent on the region-specific phase of the valley eigenstates ϕVS,i and weighted by the region-specific valley splitting EVS,i . The valley
phase ϕVS,i is defined (up to a global offset) by the representation of the region
dependent valley eigenstates vi in the | ˘ kz y basis:
˘
1 `
|vi y “ |˘i y “ ? | ` kz y ˘ eiϕVS,i | ´ kz y
2

(18)

In the | ˘ kz y basis, the Pauli matrices read,
τ̂x “ | ` kz yx´kz | ` | ´ kz yx`kz |

(19)

τ̂y “ ´i| ` kz yx´kz | ` i| ´ kz yx`kz |

(20)

EZS is the Zeeman-splitting energy of the electron spin state, and σ̂ ¨ b is the dotproduct of the vector of Pauli-Spin-Operators σ̂ and a unit vector in the direction
of the applied magnetic field B “ |B|b, assumed to be constant in space and
time. Since the electron ground state will be localized in the z-valleys (due to the
degeneracy lifting of the valley energies between the in plane (r100s and r010s) valleys
and the valley in growth direction (r001s k ez ) in the strained silicon quantum well),
the effective masses in the Quantum Well plane will be given by mt,Si “ 0.19me
along all in plane directions, with the electron free mass me . The kinetic energy
operator T̂xy therefore takes the form
T̂xy “

1
pp̂ ` eAxy pr̂qq2 ,
2mt xy

(21)

with the vectors only including the x and y (QW in-plane) components. The field
momentum ´eAxy pr̂q will be assumed to have negligible effects on the orbital degrees of freedom and usually be neglected in the zero order Hamiltonian.
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Lastly, the wave vector operators k̂r100s and k̂r010s are related to the canonical
momentum operators p̂r100s and p̂r010s as well as the magnetic vector potential (field
momenta) qAr100s and qAr010s via
~k̂d “ p̂d ` eAd ,

d P tr100s, r010su

(22)

We now divide the Hamiltonian into three sections:
EZS
σ̂ ¨ b
Ĥptq “ T̂xy ` V̂xy pptqq `
2
ÿ
EVS,i
τˆi
` P̂i,xy
2
i
ÿÿ
“
‰
`
P̂i,xy |vi yxvi | βi,vi pk̂r100s σ̂r100s ´ k̂r010s σ̂r010s q ` αi,vi pk̂r010s σ̂r100s ´ k̂r010s σ̂r100s q
vi

i

(23)
The first part of the Hamiltonian will be solved in isolation and constitutes the
zero order Hamiltonian for the Problem:
Ĥ p0q pptqq “ T̂xy ` V̂xy pptqq `

EZS
σ̂ ¨ b
2

(24)

It is parametrized by the parameters  which specifies the dependence on external
signals applied to the gate electrodes above the Quantum well, e.g. in the case of the
conveyor it via the time dependent phase and amplitude of the conveyor potential
ptq “ pϕMW ptq, V0 ptqq. This Hamiltonian does not couple orbital and spin degrees of
freedom. We focus on its spatial properties for the moment, which has the spectrum
p0q

En pq and the corresponding eigenkets |np0q pqy. The spin-eigenstates computed in
the spin space are added via a tensor product as usual. To treat the second part,
we express the projection operators P̂i,xy in terms of the eigenstates |np0q y:
ˆÿ
˙
ˆÿ
˙
p0q
p0q
p0q
p0q
P̂i,xy “ IˆP̂i,xy Iˆ “
|n yxn | P̂i,xy
|m yxm |
n

ÿÿ
“
n

p0q

m
p0q

p0q

p0q

|n yxm |xn |P̂i,xy |m y ”

m

ÿÿ
n

pi,nm pq|np0q pqyxmp0q pq|,

(25)

m

with pi,nm ” xnp0q |P̂i,xy |mp0q y, where the -dependence was only written out in the
last term. Expressed in this basis, we further differentiate between the diagonal and
the off-diagonal components of the Matrix:
P̂i,xy “

ÿÿ
n

m

pi,nm |np0q yxmp0q | “

ÿ

pi,nn |np0q yxnp0q | `

n

ÿ ÿ

pi,nm |np0q yxmp0q |. (26)

n m‰n

Inserting this expression into the second part, it reads
ÿ
i

P̂i,xy

ÿÿ
ÿÿ ÿ
EV S,i
EV S,i
EV S,i
τˆi “
pi,nn |np0q yxnp0q |
τˆi `
pi,nm |np0q yxmp0q |
τˆi
2
2
2
i n
i n m‰n
(27)
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The first term in this expression, containing only the diagonal projector terms, does
not lead to a change in eigenstates for the spatial degrees of freedom (the |np0q pqy
found so far), but gives a weighted sum for the i-indexed valley operators, and thus
makes the global valley eigenstates dependent on the spatial extend of the wave
function. The second term in this expression, now labelled the third part of the
total Hamiltonian, contains the off diagonal components, which lead to a mixing
between valley and orbital states. This third part, as well as the forth part of
(23), are the terms we are going to treat as perturbations. The validity for the
p0q

p0q

perturbation to be small is that the orbital energy splittings En ´ Em between all
states n ‰ m are sufficiently large compared to the valley splitting, and in extension
for the very small spin orbit splitting.
After this separation, the total Hamiltonian reads
EZS
σ̂ ¨ b
(28)
Ĥptq “ T̂xy ` V̂xy pptqq `
2
ÿÿ
EV S,i
`
pi,nn |np0q yxnp0q |
τˆi
(29)
2
i n
ÿÿ ÿ
EV S,i
pi,nm |np0q yxmp0q |
τˆi
(30)
`
2
i n m‰n
ÿÿ
‰
“
P̂i,xy |vi yxvi | βi,vi pk̂r100s σ̂r100s ´ k̂r010s σ̂r010s q ` αi,vi pk̂r010s σ̂r100s ´ k̂r010s σ̂r100s q
`
i

vi

(31)

4.4

Step density

The Quantum Well nanostructures are grown on a cut virtual SiGe substrate, which
means that, depending on the angle of the misscut, we will encounter single/double
atomic layer steps perpendicular to the cut direction. A single step has a height of
aSi {4 “ 0.5431{4 nm « 0.1358 nm. With a misscut angle of γmc “ 0.10 , this means
that the respective single and double steps spacings are around:
aSi
« 77.79 nm
4
aSi
wds “ cotp0.10 q
« 155.59 nm
2
wss “ cotp0.10 q

(32)
(33)

To make the distance between steps unambiguous, we place a single/double step
in the middle of a wss long/wds long and infinitely wide tile, and then join all the
tiles together to obtain the whole xy Quantum Well plane. Two single steps will
then be separated by wss , two double steps by wds and a single and a double step
by pwss ` wds q{2.
The positions of the steps are chosen independently for the bottom and the top
interface of the quantum well, since the exact positions of the steps depend on the
time when the quantum well growth is halted. The Silicon for the well is grown in
the step growth regime, so that the positions of the steps at the top are uncorrelated
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with the steps positions at the bottom interface, since while the step pattern from the
bottom will retain the form it had at the start of the growth, it will have propagated
to a different location on the wafer once the well is fully grown, so that the step
types and spacing on top and bottom interfaces are not correlated for the interface
positions in the same region. For example, assuming mostly single steps, each fully
grown QW Si layer will have the step pattern shifted by wss along the cut direction.
So for a 90 monolayer QW, the pattern will have moved 90wss « 7 µm.

4.5

Step-free Quantum Well

In the case of a perfectly homogeneous Quantum Well, i.e. in the absence of steps,
the whole QW consists of a single plateau i “ 0 with the Projector P̂0,xy “ Iˆxy . In
this case, the third part will be zero and the Hamiltonian reduces to
Ĥptq “ T̂xy ` V̂xy pptqq `

EZS
σ̂ ¨ b
2

EVS,0
τˆ0
ÿ2
“
‰
` |vi yxvi | β0,v0 pk̂r100s σ̂r100s ´ k̂r010s σ̂r010s q ` α0,v0 pk̂r010s σ̂r100s ´ k̂r010s σ̂r100s q
`

v0

(34)
The phase between the valley eigenstates ϕVS,0 is just a global phase in this case and
has no physical significance. This leaves the valley splitting EVS,0 and the spin orbit
0
rEzel.st. ptqs. Without
coefficients α0,v and β0,v , which are determined via solving Ĥz,TB

steps, there is no Valley-Orbit coupling stemming from extend of the wavefunction
inside the Quantum Well plane, which also means that the spin does not interact
with the valley degree of freedom in this case, since the transition matrix dipole
elements yield zero between the valley eigenstates in this case, which also eliminates
the coupling via kinetic momentum [30]. (of course there is valley-orbit coupling in
0
the Tight Binding Solution of Ĥz,TB
rEzel.st. ptqs, which results in the valley splitting

EVS,0 ).

5

Charge Transfer

5.1
5.1.1

Conveyor
Acceleration of Quantum Dot

We first wish to study what happens in the conveyor mode if the quantum well is
accelerated which is necessary at the beginning and the end of a conveyor transport
cycle.
We start with the initial Hamiltonian (for electron of charge q “ ´e):
‰2
1 “
Ĥ “
p̂ ` eApr̂q ` V pr̂q,
2me
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(35)

with the confinement potential V pr̂q. This may either be the conveyor device at rest
or at constant motion (although this implies an impurity-free charge background).
We apply a time dependent boost vptq to the system, which corresponds to the
unitary transformation
S “ e´imvptq¨r̂{~ ,

(36)

The Hamiltonian transforms as [31]:
Ĥboost “ S ĤS ´1 ` i~
“

BS ´1
S
Bt

‰2
1 “
p̂ ` me vptq ` eApr̂q ` V pr̂q ` me aptq ¨ r̂,
2me

(37)

We now approximate the conveyor quantum dot potential as a harmonic oscillator in x and y, neglecting the magnetic vector potential:
ˇ
ˇ
1 B 2 V prq ˇˇ
1 B 2 V prq ˇˇ
2
V prq «
px ´ x0 q `
py ´ y0 q2 .
ˇ
ˇ
2
2
2 Bx
2 By
r“r 0
r“r 0

(38)

This potential is separable in x and y. We now fix the direction of travel along
x-direction. Under an external, spatially homogeneous force(Fx “ ´me ax ptq for the
acceleration), the Hamiltonian for the x direction is:
ˇ
1 2 1 B 2 V prq ˇˇ
p̂ `
px̂ ´ x0 q2 ´ Fx x̂
Ĥx “
2m˚ x 2 Bx2 ˇr“r0

(39)

Before accelerating the dot, it harbours a single confined electron in its ground state
(coherent state α “ 0). For the uniformly forced oscillator, this state becomes a
displaced coherent state (phase factors omitted):
c
F

|0y Ý
Ñ |0 ` αy, α “

1

2m˚ ~ω 3

Fx

(40)

We can then compute the overlap as a measure of preservation of the initial state:
1

m˚

2

2

|c0 |2 “ xα|0yx0|αy “ e´ m˚ ~ω3 Fx “ e´ ~ω3 ax

(41)

If we have a reference value for an allowed deviation from the ground state , we
can give an upper bound on the quantum dot acceleration:
d ˆ
c
˙
3
m˚ 2 !
~ω
1
´ 3 ax
2
ln
|c0 | “ e ~ω
ě 1 ´  ñ ax ď
m˚
1´

(42)

For the transport potential, an realistic value for the oscillator angular frequency is:
c
c
2π
1.4 meV
meV
2π Φmax
“
“ 1.063
(43)
ω“
˚
λart
m
140 nm 0.19m0
~
which corresponds to a frequency of f “ 257, 14 GHz. Using this and allowing
for a maximum deviation from the ground state of  “ 0.01, we would obtain a
corresponding bound on the acceleration of
ax “ t “ 10´6 u “ 50.69
20

µm
.
ps2

(44)

Since the conveyor velocity is proportional to the instantaneous frequency of the
signal applied to the contacts,
v“

λconv BϕC
,
2π Bt

(45)

the required change in frequency at the contacts to realize the specified acceleration
is:
ax “

λconv B 2 ϕC
.
2π Bt2

(46)

While λconv is given by the conveyor geometry (140 nm with the used parameters),
B 2 ϕC
Bt2

is the chirp rate of the microwave signal applied to the conveyor gates. For

a scalable on-chip design, one would thus have to investigate the magnitude of the
chirp rate of the corresponding control electronics.
This estimate indicates that an acceleration of experimentally realistic values
should not result in any significant relaxation of the orbital Quantum State. However, the Quantum state we wish to preserve is the spin state of the electron confined
in the Quantum Dot potential. In [32], a physically equivalent case was studied to
investigate the influence of charge noise on the spin state of a confined electron.
The model used was a Harmonic oscillator potential uniformly displaced by a force
term due to a spatially homogeneous electric field ´eEptq, which, in the case of the
accelerating dot, would correspond to the spatially uniform force term me aptq. It
was found that spin orbit effects may couple the spin dynamics of the electron to
the time derivative of the background electric field BEptq{Bt, which corresponds to
the jerk me Baptq{Bt for the accelerated quantum dot. Since the magnetic field for
the devices under consideration is supposed to oriented in the quantum well plane,
the relative orientation of the magnetic field with respect to the direction of acceleration is deciding whether the resulting noise term acts as a source of decoherence
or relaxation for the spin qubit.
While the charge transfer is therefore most likely quite robust with respect to
the initial and final acceleration and deceleration sections, further investigation on
the impact of the acceleration may be required once the coherence of the electron
spin state during transport is supposed to be investigated.
5.1.2

Impurity Transition

As we have seen in the previous sections, the time dependent potential of a perfect
conveyor is a smoothly translated array of quantum dots. However, the assumption that the potential is unperturbed is not going to hold in realistic devices, since
even the purest silicon samples will have a non-vanishing defect density, which may
become charged and disturb the electrostatic gate potentials as charge disorder.
Assuming that, in the low temperature regimes where the QuBus is envisioned to
r
operate (T ă150
mK), the charged impurities are stationary in time, the conveyor
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Figure 7: Collection of plots for the adiabatic transition of an electron through an
attractive impurity potential at the position px, y, zq “ p280, 0, 10q nm

potential moves across a static charged background, which is seen by the electron as
time dependent fluctuations in the confinement potential. While this may, in principle, lead to unwanted excitations, we will take a look at the issues a single discrete
point charge close to the quantum well may present for a transported electron.
Figure 7 is a demonstration of what happens if a positively (attractive) charged
impurity is located in vicinity of the conveyor transport channel.
The conveyor potential is modelled as sinusoidal (with a wavelength of λconv “
140 nm) along the transport direction and with a Gaussian-like confinement (with
standard deviation σy “ 53 nm) along the channel sides. The peak-to-peak amplitude of the potential is 9.6 meV. The perfect potential is disturbed by a random
background potential with rms amplitude Vrms “ 0.2 meV (modelling many distant charges), and a single positively charged impurity at px, y, zq “ p280, 0, 10q nm
(where z is the displacement of the impurity w.r.t. the quantum well plane).
The resulting potential V px, yq in the quantum well plane is shown as a contour
plot in Figure 7 [a], where one can see that the desired quantum dot potentials
are only slightly deformed by the random background noise. Figure 7 [b] shows a
cut along the y axis at x “ 93 nm, revealing the confinement potential being barely
impacted by background noise at this position.
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Figure 7 [c] displays the electron density
ż
ρpx, tq “ dy|ψpx, y, tq|2

(47)

(where the y-dependence has been integrated out) over position and time, with the
cut line V px, y “ 0, tq plotted as contours over it. In contrast to the weaker random
potential in the background, the impurity at px, yq “ p280, 0, 10q nm significantly
alters the behaviour of the electron transport through it, since the electron has to
tunnel into and out of the impurity potential for the transport to be adiabatic.
Figure 7 [d] shows the spectrum corresponding to the time evolution shown
in Figure 7 [c] where the blue line indicates the adiabatic path the electron is
following. Critical moments are the two anti-crossings at t “ 1.75 ns and t “
2.5 ns, where the electron tunnels into and out of the single impurity potential.
Figure 7 [a] shows a snapshot of the two dimensional electron density at t “
1.75 ns, where the adiabatic ground state of the electron is shared between the
quantum dot and impurity potential in the midst of the tunnelling process. These
anti crossings, of roughly 0.5 meV opening still allow for adiabatic transport if the
spectrum is traversed slowly enough, which in terms of conveyor operation means
that a sufficiently slowly transported electron should be able to be moved even
through challenging looking impurity charge configurations with high reliability.
From the adiabatic theorem (see Appendix A.1), it follows that as long as there
is a finite energy splitting between the eigenstates at all times, one can traverse the
whole spectrum adiabatically. This is limited by the need of performing a sufficient
amount of transfer cycles to provide large scale entanglement on the chip under the
duration of the spin coherence time. While the coherence time of electron spins in
Silicon are on the order of seconds in state of the art qubits, there may be additional
decoherence effects acting on the spin states during transport, which may push these
generous limits down.
5.1.3

Formulation of the in-plane Schrödinger Equation in the adiabatic
basis

Since the adiabatic transport is a highly critical part of the conveyor operation, it
would be suitable to work in the adiabatic basis, which expands the wave function
in the instantaneous eigenstates of the Hamiltonian (cf. Appendix A.1),
ÿ
|Ψptqy “
cn ptq|npptqqy,

(48)

n

with the time dependence of the coefficients cn ptq given by
1
Bptq
Bnpptqq ı
Bcn ptq ”
“ ´ i En pptqq ´
xnpptqq|
y cn ptq
Bt
~
Bt
B
ˇ
B Ĥpq
Bptq ÿ xnpq| B |mpqy ˇˇ
`
cm ptq.
Bt m‰n En pq ´ Em pq ˇ“ptq
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(49)
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Illustration of the critical diabatic points in the time evolution of the

example in Figure 7, indicating the regions where the diabatic matrix elements
MW q
xnpϕMW q| BĤpϕ
BϕMW |mpϕMW qy between the desired path and other states are non-zero as a

red coloring proportional to the normalized magnitude of them.

For the in-plane Quantum Well Hamiltonians using the electrostatic potential
(4), we can explicitly compute the term

B Ĥpq
,
B

since the impurity potential is assumed

to be static and independent of . Here, ptq “ ϕMW ptq, so the relevant expression
is:
ˇ
ÿ Vn px, y, q ˇˇ
ÿ An pq ˇˇ
BHxy
BVtot px, y, q ˇˇ
C
C
ˇ
ˇ
“
“
ξnVC px, yq. (50)
“
ˇ
ˇ
ˇ
B
B
B
B
“ptq
“ptq
“ptq
n
n
C

C

In the conveyor case, the relevant coefficients (for constant amplitude V0 )
MW q
xnpϕMW q| BĤpϕ
|mpϕMW qy can then be computed as
BϕMW

ĳ
B ĤpϕMW q
BHxy ϕMW
xnpϕMW q|
|mpϕMW qy “
dxdy ϕϕn MW ,˚ px, yq
ϕm px, yq
Bϕ
Bϕ
« ĳ MW
ff MW
4
ÿ
“´
dxdy ϕϕn MW ,˚ px, yq ξnVC px, yq ϕϕmMW px, yq V0 sinpϕMW ptq ` ϕnC q, (51)
nC “1

where ϕnϕMW px, yq are the wave functions of the nth eigenstate at phase ϕMW ptq and
nC runs over the conveyor gate potentials.
Figure 8 illustrates the magnitude of these matrix elements over the spectrum
for the example from the previous section. We can clearly see that the previously
identified critical points t “ 1.75 ns and t “ 2.5 ns feature prominent rises in the
diabatic matrix elements and therefore have to be treated with care.
This treatment may therefore prove quite useful for checking the conservation
of adiabaticity during electron transfer through the device, since in the adiabatic
regime, proper solution of such anti crossings require a high resolution in time due
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to the oscillatory nature of the solve integrals. Computing the ϕMW ptq dependent
eigenenergies and diabatic matrix elements for the Hamiltonian (51), which are both
smoothly varying functions, we may get good approximations for the charge transfer
or via proper asymptotic methods for the treatment of oscillatory integrals of this
type. Since the time dependence only enters via ϕMW ptq, we only have to compute
the stated elements once, and can the perform sweeps over the whole spectrum with
an arbitrarily time dependent parameter ϕMW ptq.

5.2

Bucket Brigade
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Figure 9: A sketch of the energy spectrum of the lowest two dot eigenstates with energies
E´ ptq and E` ptq, which separate in well localized states in the left |Ly and right |Ry dot
far from the anticrossing (at  “ 0), but are spatially shared eigenstates in vicinity to
the detuning point, where they are separated by the tunnel coupling energy tc (the state
mixing is idicated by the vanishing color gradient between the |Ly and |Ry states at the
detuning point).

The “Bucket Brigade” (BB) mode involves adiabatic transfer of neighbouring
quantum dots via slow Landau-Zener Transitions between their orbital ground states.
«
ff «
ff
tc
E0 ptq
0
1 ptq
Hptq “
`
2 t˚c ´ptq
0
E0 ptq

(52)

Here, we assume that the coupling constants tc are not time dependent.
The instantaneous eigenvalues of Hptq are
1a 2
 ptq ` |tc |2 ` E0 ptq
2
1a 2
E` ptq “ `
 ptq ` |tc |2 ` E0 ptq,
2

E´ ptq “ ´

(53)
(54)

which is a line exhibiting an (anti-) crossing at For a linear sweep, a numerical
solution for the asymptotic transfer of probability density between the states is
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given by the Landau-Zener equation
p1 “ e´2πΓ ,

Γ“

|tc |2
,
~|α|

(55)

with the sweep rate α “ dptq{dt “ const and the tunnel coupling tc . p1 is the
probability of diabatic transfer, so that the probability for adiabatic transfer is
given by p0 “ 1 ´ p1 “ 1 ´ e´2πΓ . The adiabatic charge transfer fidelity p0 depends
on the exponent ´|tc |2 {~|α|, which lets us state that the sweep rate should fulfil
!

|α| ! |tc |2 {~, i.e. the sweep rate has to be slow enough compared to the tunnel
coupling. This indicates that a high tunnel coupling between quantum dots for the
bucket brigade transport is important for a quick transport through the conveyor
device.
This is not the optimal transfer rate, since non-linear sweeps with a slower sweep
rate close to the detuning point should provide better performance [33], but it gives
a good estimate for the transfer times.
5.2.1

Tunnel Coupling between Quantum Dots

To investigate the tunnel couplings in a system of Quantum Dots which may be
found by the numerical procedures outlined befor, we may make use of the Method
of “Maximally Localized Orbitals” [34]. This method specifies a unitary transformation, which transforms the diagonal Hamiltonian representation into a dense matrix
of diagonal onsite and off-diagonal tunnel couping terms. This, however, requires a
notion of “localizedness”, as well as an optimization procedure to find a representation of the dot wave functions fulfilling this criterion [35].
The optimization algorithm is performed on a Hilbert space of dimension N ,
where N is the number of localized states involved in the tunnel coupled system.
All of the localized states involved in the process are supposed to be found on a
subspace spanned by a set of N eigenstates SN ” t|nyunPr0,N q of the Hamiltonian Ĥ.
Overall, the aim is to find a unitary transformation U pαq dependent on some
set of parameters α, which transforms the Hamiltonian Ĥ from its diagonal representation into a non-diagonal one:
Ĥnd “ U pαqĤU ´1 pαq

(56)

while simultaneously transforming the eigenkets
|nynd “ U pαq|ny

(57)

Expanding the transformed eigenkets in the position basis yields:
´ż
¯
´ż
¯
1
1
1
ˆ
ˆ
dr |r yxr | U pαq
dr |ryxr| |ny
|nynd “ U pαq|ny “ IU pαqI|ny “
ż
ż
“ dr dr 1 |r 1 yxr 1 |U pαq|ryxr|ny
ż
ż
“ dr dr 1 |r 1 yxr 1 |U pαq|ryϕn prq
(58)
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We now restrict the type of unitary transformations to rotations within the selected
eigensubspace of the Hamiltonian,
U pαq “

ÿÿ
m

Ul,m pαq |myxl|,

(59)

l

with |my, |ly P SN . Inserting this into (58), we obtain
ż
ÿ
|nynd “
Un,m pαq dr |ryϕm prq

(60)

m

or alternatively completely in terms of wave functions:
ϕn,nd prq “

ÿ

Un,m pαqϕm prq

(61)

m

We can now to specify a proper parametrization for the matrix elements Un,m pαq. In
general, in a N -dimensional space, we may write Un,m pαq as N pN ´ 1q{2 elementary
rotations (Euler rotations) applied in succession, e.g. for N “ 3
U pαq “ Rz pγqRy pβqRx pαq,

(62)

where Rx pαq, Ry pβq and Rz pγq are the rotation matrices around the x-, y- and zaxes respectively (see Appendix B). The problem now lies in defining a proper
notion of what “localized” means for the rotated wave functions ϕn,nd prq. This
has to be formulated in terms of a single scalar functional (objective function) of
the rotated wavefunctions, which can then be minimized via a suitable minimization (optimization) procedure. A potential approach is to minimize the sum of the
variances
min

ÿ

2
σn,nd

(63)

n

with the variances and expectation values
ż
2
σn,nd “ dr |r ´ µn,nd |2 |ϕn,nd prq|2
ż
µn,nd “ dr r|ϕn,nd prq|2

(64)
(65)

We will outline the procedure for a simple toy geometry, which can be easily
generalized to large scale quantum.
The toy model used is a one dimensional system of 2 coupled quantum wells on
the interval x P r0, Ls, defined by the potential:
$
&A pq“ cosp4πx{Lq ´ 1‰{2, for x P r0, L{2q
L
V pxq “
.
%A pq“ cosp4πx{Lq ´ 1‰{2, for x P rL{2, Ls
R
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(66)

The well amplitudes AL pq for the left and AR pq for the right are the respective well
depths, and will be set to be linearly dependent on the parameter  in the following
fashion:
AL pq “ A0 ` 

(67)

AR pq “ A0 ´ 

(68)

with A0 being the well depth at the crossing point.
After computing the localized spatial eigenstates, the valley and spin degrees of
freedom can be added to the Hamiltonian as a perturbation.
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Figure 10: Plots detailing the effects of a difference in valley phase between two tunnelcoupled quantum dots. 10a shows the perfectly aligned case, where there is a perfect
anticrossing between like valley eigenstates and a perfect crossing between unlike ones.
For a valley phase difference of θ “ π, 10b shows the extreme opposite. Finally, 10b is
the case of θ “ 0.82π, corresponding to a single step between the dots.

As a last study in this section, we will therefore take a look what additional
effects are present once we add the valley degree of freedom. The valley states
are highly sensitive to interface disorder, which will in general be different in the
interfaces seen by the states in the two dots.
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Starting with the Hamiltonian in the localized basis t|Ly, |Ryu
˜
¸
EL tc
H“
,
t˚c ER

(69)

we add the left and right valley degrees of freedom to the respective sides. The new
basis reads t|L, ´L y, |L, `L y |R, ´R y, |R, `R yu, where the signs refer to the upper and
lower valley eigenstate in the left or right dot. The local valley eigenstates are found
via the Hamiltonian (29) (neglecting the valley orbit term (30)).
xD|Ĥv |Dy, D “ L, R

(70)

This will also yield the local valley splittings EVS,L and EVS,R . The Hamiltonian in
this basis then reads:
ff
˛
¨«
EL ´ EVS,L {2
0
|L, ´L y
T
˚
‹
˚
‹
0
EL ` EVS,L {2 «
ff‹ |L, `L y , ,
H0 “ ˚
˚
‹ |R, ´ y
ER ´ EVS,R {2
0
D
˝
‚
:
T
0
ER ` EVS,R {2
|R, `D y
(71)
`
˘ ?
The local valley eigenstates have the form |˘D y “ | ` kz y ˘ eiϕD | ´ kz y { 2, where
ϕD is the local valley phase term, so that the overlap between the left and right
valley eigenstates becomes:
`
˘
`
˘
x´L |´R y “ 1 ` eipϕR ´ϕL q {2 “ e´ipϕL ´ϕR q{2 cos pϕL ´ ϕR q{2
`
˘
`
˘
x`L |`R y “ 1 ` eipϕR ´ϕL q {2 “ e´ipϕL ´ϕR q{2 cos pϕL ´ ϕR q{2
`
˘
`
˘
x´L |`R y “ 1 ´ eipϕR ´ϕL q {2 “ e´ipϕL ´ϕR q{2 sin pϕL ´ ϕR q{2
`
˘
`
˘
x`L |´R y “ 1 ´ eipϕR ´ϕL q {2 “ e´ipϕL ´ϕR q{2 sin pϕL ´ ϕR q{2
The T -matrix can therefore be written as
« `
˘
`
˘ ff
pϕ
´
ϕ
q{2
sin
pϕ
´
ϕ
q{2
cos
L
R
L
R
`
˘
`
˘
T “ tc e´ipϕL ´ϕR q{2
sin pϕL ´ ϕR q{2 cos pϕL ´ ϕR q{2

(72)
(73)
(74)
(75)

(76)

It can be seen that if the valley eigenstates in the two dots are not aligned, tunnelling
between eigenstates of opposite sign becomes possible. For a difference in phase of
π{2, tunnelling between all valley eigenstates has the same magnitude.
This identifies a potential problem for the bucket brigade mode in SiGe/Si/SiGe
Quantum Well structures. The tunnel coupling between the two lowest lying eigenstates in a two dot system may significantly depend on their relative valley characteristics. In very unfortunate cases, it may be reduced to orders of magnitude where
the tunnelling is suppressed far enough to become critical for the desired LandauZener sweep, which increases the experimental fine tuning required and may inhibit
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its viability for Large Scale Quantum Computer Chip Design. Some example cases
are plotted in Figure 10.
In the regime where the tunnel coupling tc is exceeded by the Zeeman-Splitting
EZS “ gµB B, with the electron g-factor (g « 2 in Silicon), the Bohr magneton
µB and the magnitude of the applied magnetic field B, spin relaxation hotspots
may occur at certain detuning energies [36]. Also, since for tc ă EZS the spin
state is swept through two anti-crossings in the energy spectrum; this may lead to
Landau-Zener-Stückelberg interference [37], which, while it can in principle be used
to tune the interference for high fidelity transfer [36], would be experimentally very
challenging and would hardly be an option for large scale device implementation,
since it requires extreme fine tuning of every tunnel transition in the bucket brigade
. We assume that we have an energy hierarchy of EVS ą EZS with the valley- and
Zeeman splittings, respectively, to avoid spin relaxation via hot spot effects [30]. In
this case, the tunneling for the spin state localized in the minimum valley state (from
L, ´ to R, ´ in Figure 10) boils down to a Landau-Zener-crossing as discussed in
[36] with an effective reduced tc .
We may note that for the perfect step modelling employed in this thesis, a double
dot configuration oriented parallel to the step would not suffer from any cross valley
tunneling, since both dots see the same projected valley subspace.

6

Quantum Well valley and spin effects

6.1

Study of Single Step Problem

Since we wish to model the Quantum Well as a composition of piecewise homogeneous sections, we have to carefully examine what happens at the transition layers
between two regions. The easiest way to do this is to join two half-infinite subspaces
at one point and translate a moving quantum dot confined electron from a position
at negative infinity to plus infinity, traversing the junction in the process.
For an elementary model, we assume that the electron is confined in a 2D circular
parabolic confinement potential in the quantum well plane, which is spanned by the
coordinates x and y.
We assume that the externally applied magnetic field is weak enough to not
affect the orbital confinement potential in any meaningful way, which is coupled to
the assumption that the wave functions remain separable. We therefore ignore its
presence for the unperturbed Hamiltonian in this study.
The dot traverses the step edge at a velocity vx ptq along the x direction. The lateral confinement parallel to the step plane (labelled y) does not affect the dynamics
in a meaningful way (change of reference energy) and is therefore omitted.
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ˆ
Ĥptq “ T̂xy ` V̂QD ptq ` P̂0,xy

˙
ˆ
˙
EVS,1
EVS,0
τ̂0 ` P̂1,xy E1,s0 `
τ̂1
E0,s0 `
2
2

(77)

The quantum dot potential V̂QD ptq is taken as a uniformly translated parabolic
potential along the x direction V̂QD,x ptq “ mt ω 2 {2px̂ ´ xQD ptqq2 with the dot center
a
xQD ptq “ vx ptqt, the characteristic dot size σx “ ~{pmt ωq and an arbitrary (but
sufficiently strong) confinement potential along the y direction. For the following
demonstration, we choose vx ptq “ const and set xQD p0q “ 0. For simplicity, we
assume that the valley splitting in both regions is the same EVS,0 “ EVS,1 “ EVS ,
and we make the same assumption for the energy of the lowest subband in both
regions E0,s0 “ E1,s0 “ Es0 “ 0. The valley phase in region 0 is set to zero,
ϕVS,0 “ 0, while the phase in region 1 is rotated by ϕVS,0 “ θ, so that the valley
operators read:
τ̂0 “ τ̂x

(78)

τ̂1 “ cospθqτ̂x ` sinpθqτ̂y

(79)

With the position of the step at x “ 0, and taking both regions as half infinite, the
projectors in position representation are
ż
P̂0,xy “ dxΘpxq|xyxx|
ż
P̂1,xy “ dxΘp´xq|xyxx|,

(80)
(81)

where Θpxq is the Heaviside step function.
We now initialize a state in the valley ground state of the left interface |gy (at
t ! 0). Figure 11 plots the transmission probability from |gy at t “ ´8 to the
adiabatically corresponding state at t “ 8. We can see that the larger the valley
angle θ between the eigenstates in the two regions, the slower the dot has to move,
with adiabatic transport becoming impossible at θ “ 0, since the crossing width
vanishes. The situation improves for larger valley splittings, which is an argument
to operate in configurations with a significant Ez -Field applied (corresponding to
the (upper) left regime in Figure 12b), which is however difficult with the current
backgateless conveyor design, which features a quite weak electric field along the
growth direction (see Figure 6).
As reference values for the realistically encountered phases, steps with the height
of a single monolayer are the most dangerous ones, since they have a higher density
(see Section 4.4) and provide, in the high field limit, the most dangerous difference
in angle across the step in the valley subspace (a single step has a phase difference
of θ “ 0.82π across the step, and the next step layer height with a closer distance
to the worst case π is a six layer step with θ “ 0.92π [38])).
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Figure 11: Right: Plot of the adiabatic transmission coefficient over the phase difference
between the step regions, and the dot velocity normalized over the standard deviation
of harmonic oscillator ground state for a valley splitting of 100 µeV. The white dashed
line indicates a transmission with 99.999% fidelity over a single step. Left: Sweep of the
transition line for 99.999% over different values of the valley splitting.

Finally, it is interesting to note that for diabatic transport across the perfect
step, the wave function has to perform a motion in x-direction. In principle, one
could move the conveyor along as many bad step configurations as possible, as long
as the movement is parallel to the steps, similar to what we observed for the double
quantum dot orientation in the last chapter.

6.2

Treatment within the two band Tight Binding Model

While, in principle, an effective mass treatment where both the valley-orbit as well
as the spin-orbit coupling are described by δ-like perturbations at the Quantum well
interfaces is able to match behaviour of the resulting valley-splitting and spin-orbit
coefficients quite well [27, 39–41], the magnitude of these perturbations is not accessible from a Envelope Function Approximation (EFA) treatment, since they stem
from atomistic effects. Atomistic methods, such as Tight Binding, include these
effects in a natural manner [40], and will therefore be employed in the upcoming
sections to extract the relevant parameters for the desired device studies. As only
very simple tight binding solutions allow for analytical solutions and potential computation of these parameters [42, 43], we result to simulations to estimate the correct
magnitude of these effects.
We adopt the 2-band nearest and next nearest neighbour Tight Binding model
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Figure 12: Plots indicating the oscillatory behaviour of the valley splitting with respect
to the quantum well width. 12a shows the field free (perfectly rectangular) quantum well
case, while 12b shows the dependence on both the well width and a constant background
electric field. The black line in 12b is a path in pEz , Lwell q space given by Lwell pEz q “
a
4 3 ~2 {p2mt eEz q, with the chosen factor 4 to give an estimate for the boundary of the
transition between the low field rectangular (lower region) and high field triangular (upper
region) regimes.

presented in [42], and successfully employed in [44] to model single step effects for
the valley degree of freedom. This model is capable of reproducing two valleys with
minima displaced from the Γ-point, which we chose to model the two valleys located
along the confinement direction of the quantum well structures. We will compare it
with the results of the single step model discussed in the previous section. The tight
binding model consists of a single orbital at each location of a Silicon monolayer, so
that they are spaced by a “ aSi {4 with aSi the lattice constant of Silicon. each of
these orbitals is coupled to its neighbour and its next nearest neighbour along the
growth direction, so that we can write the the total Hamiltonian as [44].
K“

p2x ` p2y
` t1 pδi,i`1 ` δi,i´1 q ` t1 pδi,i`2 ` δi,i´2 q ` Vi px ´ xQD , yq
2mt

(82)

with Vi px ´ xQD , yq the external potential at lattice site i and in plane position
px, yq and the coupling energies t1 “ 683 meV and t1 “ 612 meV. We will model
the external potential as parabolic in both x and y, with the angular frequencies
ω “ 1 meV
, as was used in the treatment of the accelerating quantum dot. The
~
Si to SiGe transition is modelled phenomenologically as a jump in the background
potential along z by ∆Ec “ 150meV when traversing the boundary location indices
iL and iR .
Two interesting observations we can demonstrate with this model are that the
valley splitting oscillates heavily with respect to the layer number in the quantum
well (see Figure 12a) and this effect ceases once the background electric field is
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Figure 13: Simulation of a single step transition in a field free geometry (Ez “ 0, left)
vs a region in the high field limit (Ez “ 3 mV/nm, right). The dashed lines are solutions
produced by the 2 band tight binding model, while the continuous lines have been obtained
by numerically solving the Hamiltonian (77).
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strong enough to remove the influence of one of the interfaces, which happens at
lower fields the wider the well is (see Figure 12b).
The potential center xQD is now then swept over the monolayer step, while the
instantaneous eigenstates are computed at each position.
As a reference, we perform the same experiment with the model Hamiltonian
(77), where the valley splittings and phases have been fitted empirically after the 2
band model was solved.
Table 1 lists the values extracted for the parameters for the Hamiltonian (77).
The minus sign of the electron charge has been absorbed into the electric field during
this section, so that a positive value of Ez corresponds to confinement at the top
interface of the quantum well.
For the case of zero Ez -field, the difference in the energies of the lowest subbands
E1,s0 ´E0,s0 in the two regions is due to the different well widths due to the step, since
the well in region 0 is wider by 1 ¨ aSi {4 « 0.1358 nm than in region 1, which results
in the slight energy offset of 48.64 µeV at the finite barrier heights of 150 meV. The
valley splitting is different due its oscillating behaviour with respect to well width
presented in Figure 12a.
In the case of Ez “ 3.0 mV/nm, the well is effectively triangular and the well
widths no not have any influence. Instead, the difference E1,s0 ´ E0,s0 is caused by
the shift in the interface position by 1 atomic layer towards the higher energy region
in the ´z-direction, resulting in the energy difference Ez ¨ aSi {4 « 407.33 µeV.
Table 1: Plateau region parameters extracted from the 2-band TB model.
(b) Ez “ 3.0 mV/nm

(a) Ez “ 0

Parameter NSi,0 “ 89 NSi,1 “ 88

Parameter

NSi,0 “ 89

NSi,1 “ 88

EVS

99.60 µeV

9.84 µeV

EVS

424.25 µeV

424.25 µeV

Es0

0 µeV

48.64 µeV

Es0

0 µeV

407.33 µeV

ϕVS

0

0.41π

ϕVS

0

0.82π

The results are shown in Figure 13. An important thing to note is that for the
case shown on the left hand side of Figure 13, the two valley subspaces feature both
different maximum valley splittings, as well as lower in magnitude valley eigenvalues
in general, as was seen before in Figure 12a).
While the model on the right hand side is reproduced perfectly by (77) for a valley
phase difference of 0.82π, the difference that was fitted on the left hand side was
0.41π. For a proper modelling of step transitions, an extraction of field dependent
valley phases may therefore be required.
We can see that the electron charge centres xe,g “ xφe,g |x̂´xQD |φe,g y (with xQD “
0 for the confinement potential centred at the origin) of the valley eigenfunctions are
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displaced from the center of the harmonic confinement potential and with respect to
each other in these cases under the influence of the step. The latter is a consequence
of the valley-orbit coupling term (30) and will become important if one wishes to
study relaxation mechanisms in the device [32].
This effect is much stronger in the high field case, which might lead to stronger
spin-valley mixing; something which has to be ultimately investigated in the full
model.
This section demonstrated that the results of atomistic models (2-band Tight
Binding) and our description in the Envelope Function Approximation for relevant
parameters (valley splitting, position operator expectation values) in the vicinity of
interface steps can be quite well matched after extracting the required parameters
in the regions separated by the steps. The remaining sections of this chapter deals
with constructing a Tight Binding Model for infinitely extended quantum wells,
which allows us to collect all the required parameters needed to fully quantify the
Hamiltonian (23).

6.3

Orbital representation of Atomic States

In Semiconductors, the valence electrons whose time evolution is described by the
one electron Hamiltonian derived in the previous section are usually quite localized
around the atomic positions, in contrast to metals where the electrons are comparatively much more spread out.
Since we wish to model semiconductor materials, it makes sense to expand the
Bloch functions inside the unit cells in terms of atomic orbitals centered at the
positions of the atoms.
We may construct a set of Bloch functions (indexed by n) for each atom in the
unit cell in terms of the atomic orbitals as [45]:
1 ÿ ik¨R
e
φi,n pr ´ R ´ r i q,
Φk,i,n prq “ ?
N R

(83)

where φi,n prq are atomic orbitals located on atom i at position r i in the unit
cell, and the R runs over all N unit cells in the system. For the materials treated in
this thesis, all the atoms in the unit cell are the same and the set of atomic orbitals
tφn prqun is the same for each atom, however in compound materials such as Gallium
Arsenide, the type of atoms and thus their orbital wavefunctions may differ.
We may then write the total wavefunction as a sum over the orbital Bloch functions and all atoms in thee unit cell as
Ψk prq “

ÿÿ
i

n

1 ÿ ik¨R ÿ ÿ
e
ci,n φi,n pr ´ R ´ r i q
ci,n Φk,i,n prq “ ?
N R
i n

(84)

Due to the wave function being a superposition of Bloch functions, it is an
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eigenfunction of the translational operator as well:
T̂R Ψk prq “ eik¨R Ψk prq,

(85)

and therefore also satisfies the stationary Schrödinger equation
Ĥ|Ψk y “ Ek |Ψk y

(86)

Expanding the expression then yields
Ĥ|Ψk y “Ek |Ψk y
1 ÿ ik¨R ÿ
ci,n Ĥ|φi,n pr ´ R ´ r i qy
e
ñ?
N R
i,n
ÿ
ÿ
1
“ ? Ek eik¨R ci,n |φi,n pr ´ R ´ r i qy
N
i,n
R
ÿ
ÿ
ik¨R
ñ
ci,n Ĥ|φi,n pr ´ R ´ r i qy
e
i,n

R

“ Ek

ÿ
R

ik¨R

e

ÿ

ci,n |φi,n pr ´ R ´ r i qy

(87)

i,n

Projecting this equation onto a single orbital φj,m pr ´ r j q (chosen in the unit cell at
position R “ 0 without loss of generality) yields the Hamiltonian matrix elements
between the orbitals n and m on the atoms i and j:
xφm,j |Ĥ|Ψk y “ Ek xφj,m |Ψk y
ÿ
ÿ
ñ
eik¨R ci,n xφj,m pr ´ r j q|Ĥ|φi,n pr ´ R ´ r i qy
“ Ek

R

i,n

ÿ

ÿ

eik¨R

ci,n xφj,m pr ´ r j q|φi,n pr ´ R ´ r i qy

i,n

R

ñ cj,m xφj,m pr ´ r j q|Ĥ|φj,m pr ´ r j qy
ÿÿ
`
ci,n xφj,m pr ´ r j q|Ĥ|φi,n pr ´ r i qy

(88)
(89)

i‰j n

ÿ
`

eik¨R

ÿ

ci,n xφj,m pr ´ r j q|Ĥ|φi,n pr ´ R ´ r i qy

(90)

i,n

R‰0

“ cj,m Ek xφj,m pr ´ r j q|φj,m pr ´ r j qy
ÿÿ
`Ek
ci,n xφj,m pr ´ r j q|φi,n pr ´ R ´ r i qy

(91)
(92)

i‰j n

ÿ
`Ek
R‰0

eik¨R

ÿ

ci,n xφj,m pr ´ r j q|φi,n pr ´ R ´ r i qy.

(93)

i,n

While the atomic orbitals on the same atom form an orthogonal set, they will in
general have a non-zero overlap xφj,m pr ´ r j q|φi,n pr ´ R ´ r i qy with the orbitals on
different atoms ((92) and (93)). Taking the Bloch sums involving the periodically repeating orbitals as a basis would therefore lead to non-orthogonal eigenproblems (see
e.g. [46]). A proper procedure of obtaining an orthogonal problem has been worked
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out by Lödwin [47, 48] (dubbed Lödwin Orthogonalisation), which in addition to
orthogonalizing the set of basis functions preserves their symmetry properties. The
“cost” of doing so is that the Lödwin orbitals, in order to yield zero overlap integrals,
are much less localised to their respective atoms and in particular have significant
amplitude at the location of other atoms. One therefore makes a much larger error when restricting the orbital matrix elements of the Hamiltonian to neighbours
of a certain degree (e.g. nearest neighbour), which can lead to worse results than
expected if a small set of orbitals is used as a basis (see e.g. [49] for a comparison
of sp3s˚ nearest and second-nearest neighbour models for Silicon). We will now
proceed assuming that the Lödwin orthogonalisation has been performed before the
definition of the original basis set (83), so that the orbitals φi,n prq have already been
subject to the Lödwin orthogonalisation procedure and the terms ((92) and (93))
vanish.
The remaining terms are labelled as follows:
Term (88) is the onsite energy of the orbital m on atom j, which we will now
label Ej,m “ xφj,m pr ´ r j q|Ĥ|φj,m pr ´ r j qy. The onsite Hamiltonian matrix on atom
j in cell R “ 0 is assumed to be diagonal, although off-diagonal onsite elements
may be introduced to model certain strain effects [50].
Terms (89) and (90) represent the intra- and inter-cell coupling energies, respectively, with (89) introducing the k-dependence into the system. We label the
resulting energies tj,m,i,n,R “ xφj,m pr ´ r j q|Ĥ|φi,n pr ´ R ´ r i qy.
Finally, the term (91) is the only one left on the right hand side after Lödwin
orthogonalisation, simply representing the identity matrix time the eigenvector Ek :
Ek xφj,m pr ´ r j q|φj,m pr ´ r j qy “ Ek .

(94)

The whole equation can now be written as
xφm,j |Ĥ|Ψk y “ Ek xφj,m |Ψk y
ÿ
ñEj,m cj,m `
eik¨R tj,m,i,n,R ci,n “ Ek cj,m

(95)

i,n,R‰j,m,0

Solving the Crystal Hamiltonian eigenproblem in this fashion is called “Tight
Binding Method” (TB), also referred to as “Linear Combination of Atomic Orbitals”
(LCAO). To be more specific, this is the orthogonal variant, as we already applied
Lödwin orthogonalisation. All the information about the material described by (95)
is now contained in the matrix elements Ej,m and tj,m,i,n,R , which in turn depend on
the exact locations of the atoms (r i , r i , R) determined by the crystal lattice, the
set of atomic orbitals used (φi,n prq), and, of course, the crystal Hamiltonian.
To finally arrive at a numerically solvable problem, a finite set of atomic orbitals
has to be specified, the interaction length of the atoms to be specified (at what
distance from the atom tj,m,i,n,R is neglected) and finally the resulting integrals Ej,m
and tj,m,i,n,R to be solved, not necessarily in this order.
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The approach used in this thesis is called Empirical Tight Binding. For this, we
make a priori selection of which interaction length and orbitals we use, assuming
that they offer an sufficiently (over-)complete set to describe the material effects we
are interested in.
The resulting energies are degrees of freedom for a parameter space which has
to be searched for the correct values to reproduce the desired band structure. As a
reference, experimental data or results from ab initio simulations are taken, and the
right Empirical Tight Binding values can be found via e.g.g optimization procedures
[49] and/or guided by analytical estimates [51–53].

6.4

Choice of basis for Group IV Semiconductors

s

px

py

pz

dxy

dyz

dzx

dx2

y2

d3z2

r2

Figure 14: Sketch of the set of atomic orbitals used as basis in the tight binding calculations. Note that the presented sketch shows s, p and d type orbitals for the lowest
principal quantum number at which they appear, i.e. n “ 1 for s, n “ 2 for p, and n “ 3
for d. The orbitals used in the tight binding procedure for e.g. Silicon are the n “ 3
orbitals, where 3s and 3p have a different radial dependence (more nodes) than the ones
sketched here, but the angular dependence stays the same.

With the general theory written out, we may now go into the specifics of the Tight
Binding Model we use. The materials we wish to model are Silicon and Germanium,
which are both Group IV elements and have a Diamond lattice structure. For the
next part, we will focus on Silicon, but most of the arguments apply equally well to
Germanium.
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The fundamental unit cell contains two atoms. The position of the first atom is
chosen as the origin, while the second atom is located at
1
d0 “ aSi p1, 1, 1qT ,
(96)
4
?
and with the bond length |d0 | “ 3aSi {4 between the two. The unit cell is replicated
periodically along the primitive lattice vectors
1
a1 “ aSi p0, 2, 2qT
4
1
a2 “ aSi p2, 0, 2qT
4
1
a3 “ aSi p2, 2, 0qT .
4

(97)
(98)
(99)

For the determination of the bond integrals, the parametrization is usually given
in the form of linear combinations of elementary overlap integrals, specifying the σ,
π and δ-bonds between the different orbitals [24]. These are then combined linearly,
while being weighted by the cosines of the angles of the bond direction with the axes
of the xyz-basis, which, for example, for the bond direction d0 yields
d0
1
“?
|d0 |
3
d0
1
m “ ey ¨
“?
|d0 |
3
1
d0
“?
n “ ez ¨
|d0 |
3
l “ ex ¨

(100)
(101)
(102)

with the bond vectors for nearest neighbour atoms on different units cells being
given by
1
d1 “ aSi p´1, 1, 1qT
4
1
d2 “ aSi p1, ´1, 1qT
4
1
d3 “ aSi p1, 1, ´1qT ,
4

(103)
(104)
(105)

the values of l, m and n are only subject to a change in sign for certain directions.
The procedure for this is described in Table I of [48], which is reproduced in Appendix C.
The simplest basis to use would be a sp3-basis, where the orbitals s, px , py , pz
form the orbital basis. This works reasonably well for the valence bands [45], but is
unable to replicate the minimum of the conduction band away from the Γ-point in
Silicon. The description of the conduction band could be improved by addition of an
excited s orbital s˚ on each atom [54]; however the results were not good enough yet,
since even conduction band optimized parametrizations in Silicon had discrepancies
like 50% deviation of the transverse effective masses from their experimental values
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[49] for the nearest neighbor models. On the other hand, while second nearest
neighbour models provide a sufficient replication of experimental values, they are
much more difficult to handle in reconstructing nanostructures from the bulk Tight
Binding Models [25]. The model we are going to use is the one by Jancu et al. [51],
which adds the full set of d -orbitals to the basis, resulting in a sp3d5s˚ nearest
neighbor model able to model all of Silicons relevant electronic properties with very
good accuracy. We use the parametrization presented in [53] for our Silicon and
Germanium models. The angular shapes of the used orbitals are sketched in Figure
14.
The resulting bulk band diagrams are compared to Boykin’s results in Figure
15, showing a perfect match as far as resolution of the original plot allows.

6.5

Virtual Crystal Approximation

Representing the SiGe alloy with discrete atoms of Silicon and Germanium would
require very large unit cells, as well as averaging over many different realisations of
the exact atomic distribution since the position of e.g. the Germanium atoms with
respect to the modelled interface may vary largely depending on the position of the
interface.
The SiGe material layer is therefore modelled via the Virtual Crystal Approximation (VCA). This approximation represents an alloy as a single homogeneous
crystal with virtual atoms, where the atomic properties are the result of a combination of the parameters from the materials contributing to the alloy. In the case
of SiGe, the VCA works quite well with a linear superposition of the Tight Binding
energies as well as the lattice parameters [55]. For Si1´x Gex :
aSiGe “ p1 ´ xqaSi ` xaGe ,

(106)

ESiGe “ p1 ´ xqESi ` xEGe ,

(107)

tSiGe “ p1 ´ xqtSi ` xtGe .

(108)

For an increasing Germanium content x in the alloy, the local conduction band
minimum in the X-valleys increases in energy, while the local conduction band
minimum in the L-valleys decreases (see Figure 16a), with the global minimum
switching from the X to the L-valleys at a composition of x “ 0.85. For the
composition used in the experiments x “ 0.25, the X-valleys are still clearly the
global minimum, as can be seen in Figure16b, where the lowest conduction band
is plotted for different values of x. Figure 16c demonstrates the exact location of
the minimum along the X direction over the alloy parameter (red line), where the
while line indicates the position for x “ 0.25.
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(a) Silicon band diagram

(b) Germanium band diagram

Figure 15: Band diagrams obtained from the bulk tight binding computations for Silicon
and Germanium, using the parameter set of [53], overlaying the band diagrams shown in
the original publication [53].
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(a) VCA local CB minima over alloy parameter

(b) VCA lowest CB at alloy values x “

x
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(c) VCA lowest CB over alloy parameter x

Figure 16: Sweeps detailing the behaviour of the virtual crystal approximation for the
Silicon Germanium alloy for different alloy parameters and, in particular, the alloy parameter x “ 0.25 used in the QuBus device.

6.6

Strain Modelling

A material under strain may exhibit electronic properties which are altered quite
significantly with respect to its unstrained behaviour. In the case under study,
a strained Silicon quantum well grown on a virtual SiGe substrate in the [100]
direction, the most significant feature is the lifting of the degeneracy of the in-plane
and growth directional valleys. For the correct description of the quantum well
nano structure, it is therefore important to replicate this behaviour to a satisfactory
degree.
The virtual SiGe substrate is assumed to be completely relaxed to its interpolated
lattice constant aSiGe . On this substrate, a thin layer of Silicon (« 12 nm) is grown,
thin enough so that it does not relax into its bulk lattice constant but retains the
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in-plane lattice spacing of the substrate [56]. On top of the Silicon layer, another
layer of SiGe with the same alloy composition as the virtual substrate is grown,
again perfectly matching the lattice constant aSiGe and retaining its virtual bulk
properties. The in-plane (xy) lattice spacing is therefore for all material layers
aSiGe,xy “ aSi,xy “ aSiGe .

(109)

The lattice constant in growth direction (z) is still the virtual bulk one for the SiGe
layers, but due to the epitaxial strain the Silicon layer is subject to, the atoms are
more tightly packed along the growth direction. The epitaxial strain experienced by
the Silicon is given by [57]:
Si,xy “

aSiGe
aSi,xy
´1“
´1
aSi
aSi

(110)

For growth along the r001s-direction, the strain lattice constant along z (r001s) is
Si,z “ ´2

c12
c11

(111)

and the corresponding lattice constant
aSi,z “ p1 ` Si,z qaSi

(112)

where c11 “ 166.0 and c12 “ 64.0 are elastic constants of Silicon [58].
In unstrained Silicon, the bond vector between the two atoms in the unit cell
was:

1
d0 “ aSi p1, 1, 1qT
4

with the bond length |d0 | “

(113)

?
3aSi {4. For the strained case, the unstrained lattice

constant is replaced by the strained equivalents aSi,z along z and aSi,z along x and
y:
1
dstr “ paSi,xy , aSi,xy , aSi,z qT
(114)
4
b
resulting in the bond length |dstr | “ 2a2Si,xy ` a2Si,z {4. Under these deformations,
the strained silicon is therefore subject to two effects: First, the bond angles change,
which manifests itself in a change of direction of the angles used in the Slater Koster
table [48]:
dstr
1 aSi,xy
“
|dstr |
4 |dstr |
dstr
1 aSi,xy
mstr “ ey ¨
“
|dstr |
4 |dstr |
dstr
1 aSi,z
nstr “ ez ¨
“
|dstr |
4 |dstr |
lstr “ ex ¨

(115)
(116)
(117)

Furthermore, the distance between the atomic centres |dstr | is modified, which also
modifies the value of the σ-, π- and δ-bond integrals. One of the most elementary
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used models for this is the so called generalized Harrisons law. Based on a model by
W. Harrison [59, 60] which predicts an inverse square power law for the dependence
of the bond energies on the interatomic distance, modifications to the bond energies
with respect to displacement from the unmodified positions are modelled as
ˆ ˙´η
d
,
(118)
t “ t0
d0
with the modified and unmodified bond energies t0 and t, the modified and unmodified interatomic distances d and d0 and the exponent η. This is the generalized
Harrison’s law, with η “ 2 giving Harrison’s original behaviour. More complex
strain models are definitely possible, such as [50], and are necessary to properly
treat e.g. strain along the r110s direction.
For our case of uniaxial r001s strain, the modification of the bond lengths via
Harrison’s law show virtually no impact on the extracted spin orbit and valley
parameters, which is why strain modelling was not implemented beyond this step.
In Figure 17, a comparision between the two strained valleys at ∆x and ∆z and
the unstrained case is shown. The strain lifts the xy valley about 69 meV above the
z valley, which is the expected effect.

Energy dispersion of lowest CB (eV)

3.5

strained Δz
strained Δx
unstrained Δ

3.0

2.5

2.0

1.5

1.0

Γ

k-path

X

Figure 17: Plots of the lowest lying conduction band orbitals under strain, along the
∆z (minimum at ECB,min “ 1.08611 eV), ∆x (minimum at ECB,min “ 1.15506 eV) and an
arbitrary direction ∆ (minimum at ECB,min “ 1.13116 eV) for the unstrained case.

6.7

Spin Orbit Effects

Spin-orbit interaction is a relativistic effect [24] and therefore only enters the framework of Schrödinger wave mechanics in the form of a perturbation of the order 1{c2
(the other two perturbative terms of second order in 1{c (quartic kinetic energy
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correction and Darwin term) are neglected). This additional term has the form
HSO “

~
4c2 m2

p∇V ˆ pq ¨ σ,

(119)

with the electron mass m, the potential V canonical momentum p and the vector
of Pauli spin operators σ.
The Tight Binding Hamiltonian is solved in the atomic orbital basis with 10
orbitals per atom, with each orbital accommodating an additional spin degree of
freedom. The electron spin Hilbert space in represented in the t| Òy, | Óyu basis
along the z-axis.
For a radial potential V prq, we may write (119) as
HSO “

~
4c2 m2

1 dVc prq
L ¨ σ,
r dr

(120)

where L is the angular momentum operator and Vc prq is the crystal potential [25].
We introduce the Spin Orbit Coupling phenomenologically, following Chadi’s approach [61], limiting the coupling to orbitals on the same atom (since spin-orbit
effects between different atoms can be assumed to be sufficiently weak) and only
including the p-orbitals. Since the p´orbitals correspond to the azimuthal quantum
number l “ 1, the spin orbit coupling matrix takes the form
»
fi
0 ´i 0
0 0 1 |px , Òy
—
ffi
—i 0
0
0 0 ´iffi
—
ffi |py , Òy
—0 0
0 ´1 i 0 ffi
ffi |pz , Òy
—
HSO,p “ ´λSO,p —
ffi
—0 0 ´1 0 i 0 ffi |px , Óy
—
ffi
—0 0 ´i ´i 0 0 ffi |p , Óy
–
fl y
1 i
0
0 0 0
|pz , Óy

(121)

in the basis spanned by the px , py and pz orbitals with the spin axis chosen along
z. The parameter λSO,p is determined for each material so that the Valence Band
Splitting at the Γ-point coincides with the value determined in experiments. In the
parameter set used in this work (taken from [53], see Appendix D), they take on
Ge
the value of λSi
SO,p “ 0.01989 eV in Silicon and λSO,p “ 0.10132 eV in Germanium

(significantly higher due to the higher Z-number in Ge).

6.8

Application of the Tight Binding (LCAO) Approach to
NanoStructures

Once we have determined the right Tight Binding parametrizations to reproduce
the bulk properties of all the materials involved in the system under study, we
may use them to model nanostructures of finite size by constructing the complete
nanostructure out of atoms of the right type, terminating the borders with suitable
boundary conditions [25].
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The Tight Binding Hamiltonian Ĥz,TB rV̂z ptqs requires modelling of a Quantum
Well which is translational invariant in the well plane, but has the structure of a
strained Silicon slab sandwiched by two layers of Silicon Germanium. Labelling the
number of atomic layers in each region by NSiGe,top , NSi and NSiGe,bot respectively,
we can construct a total Hamiltonian for the structure as
»
HSiGe,top pNSiGe,top q
Ttop
0
—
:
str
Htot “ –
Ttop
HSi pNSi q
Tbot
:
Tbot

0

fi
ffi
fl ,

(122)

HSiGe,bot pNSiGe,bot q

where the Hamiltonians in the material regions are constructed just as their bulk
equivalents for finite size. The corresponding lattice is sketched in Figure 18.
An important step on how to model the nanostructure is how to couple the
regions consisting of different materials, which corresponds to choosing the coupling
matrices Ttop and Tbot in an appropriate fashion. The simplest model we chose was
a linear superposition of the coupling energies for SiGe and Si.
The definition of the material regions creates the microscopic Hamiltonian for
the Quantum Well. Since we will, in general, have a non-zero electric field applied
in the growth direction, we need to include the macroscopic potential along z as
well. This is done [40] by including a site dependent shift of the onsite energies for
all orbitals. Since we assume that the Quantum Well is translational invariant in
the x and y directions for the Tight Binding calculations, the potential only has a
z-dependence of the layers. Enumerating the layers by n and the orbitals by m, the
matrix elements of the Hamiltonian are
xn, m|Ĥtot |n1 , m1 y “ xn, m|ĤTB,0 |n1 , m1 y ` xn, m|ĤV,ext |n1 , m1 y
“ xn, m|ĤTB,0 |n1 , m1 y ` V pzn pnqqδn,n1 δm,m1

(123)
(124)

where ĤTB,0 is the (external) field-free Tight Binding Hamiltonian and ĤV,ext is the
contribution due to the externally applied field. zn pnq is the z-coordinate at the
location of the atomic layer n, at which the externally applied potential V pzq is
evaluated.

x
y

z

SiGe

Si

SiGe

Figure 18: Sketch of the Tight Binding environment.

6.9

Procedure for extracting spin orbit coefficients

This section follows the detailed description in [40], while applying the formalism to
the relevant case of the 12 nm thick quantum well, corresponding to layer number
around 90 instead of the 30 presented in the paper.
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The expression for the valley dependent 2D spin orbit coupling Hamiltonian
for an infinitely extended Quantum Well of uniform height can be written as (see
discussion section for a group theoretical motivation):
ÿ

“
‰
|v0 yxv0 | βv0 pk̂r100s σ̂r100s ´ k̂r010s σ̂r010s q ` αv0 pk̂r010s σ̂r100s ´ k̂r100s σ̂r010s q ,

(125)

v0

with the Dresselhaus and Rashba spin orbit coupling coefficients β and α respectively. If the in-plane wave vector is zero (kxy “ 0), the for lowest lying conduction
band states will feature two pairs of degenerate states, which are separated due to
the valley-orbit splitting in the heterostructure. Applying a very small wavevector
kxy lets us then extract the valley dependent 2D spin orbit coefficients, where the
valley dependence is determined by which of the kxy “ 0 spin-degenerate valley
states they split. v0 “ ˘ labels the two valley eigenstates in the Quantum Well
plane (´ for the lower and ` for the higher energy quantum state). For extracting
the valley dependent spin orbit coefficients, it is convenient to rotate the in plane
axes by π{4, so that the operators k̂ and σ̂ transform as:
?
k̂r100s “ pk̂r110s ` k̂r11̄0s q{ 2,
?
k̂r010s “ pk̂r110s ´ k̂r11̄0s q{ 2,
?
σ̂r100s “ pσ̂r110s ` σ̂r11̄0s q{ 2,
?
σ̂r010s “ pσ̂r110s ´ σ̂r11̄0s q{ 2.

(126)
(127)
(128)
(129)

Inserting the rotated operators into (125) yields

ÿ
|v0 yxv0 |

“

βv0 pk̂r100s σ̂r100s ´ k̂r010s σ̂r010s q

v0

‰
` αv0 pk̂r010s σ̂r100s ´ k̂r100s σ̂r010s q
ÿ
˘
1” `
“ |v0 yxv0 | βv0 pk̂r110s ` k̂r11̄0s qpσ̂r110s ` σ̂r11̄0s q ´ pk̂r110s ´ k̂r11̄0s qpσ̂r110s ´ σ̂r11̄0s q
2
v0
`
˘ı
` αv0 pk̂r110s ´ k̂r11̄0s qpσ̂r110s ` σ̂r11̄0s q ´ pk̂r110s ` k̂r11̄0s qpσ̂r110s ´ σ̂r11̄0s q
ÿ
“
`
˘
“ |v0 yxv0 | βv0 k̂r110s σ̂r11̄0s ` k̂r11̄0s σ̂r110s
v0

`
˘‰
αv k̂r110s σ̂r11̄0s ´ k̂r11̄0s σ̂r110s .

`

(130)

In this representation, the quantisation axes of the Dresselhaus and Rashba spin
orbit interaction are aligned, and we can regroup the terms as
ÿ

“`
˘
`
˘
‰
|v0 yxv0 | βv0 ´ αv0 k̂r11̄0s σ̂r110s ` βv0 ` αv0 k̂r110s σ̂r11̄0s

(131)

v0

We may then obtain these coefficients from Tight Binding calculations as follows:
We assume that the SiGe buffer zones are chosen large enough so that the exact
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boundary condition along the growth direction should not matter, whether they
are e.g. periodic or simply left as dangling bonds (chosen here). First, we assume
translational invariance in the quantum well plane, so that it suffices to construct a
supercell along the growth (r001s) direction.
We then compute the eigenenergies and eigenstates for two values of kxy in the
Quantum Well plane, one for kxy “ k0 er110s and one for kxy “ k0 er11̄0s . computing
the eigenstates with the first wavevector yields
ÿ
`
˘
|v0 yxv0 | βv0 ` αv0 k0 σ̂r11̄0s ,

(132)

v0

while the second results in
ÿ

`
˘
|v0 yxv0 | βv0 ´ αv0 k0 σ̂r110s .

(133)

v0

After identifying the proper quartet of eigenstates in the conduction band (the first
quartet located above the energy of the strained ∆z conduction band, see Figure
17), we may identify the valley dependent spin orbit coefficients labelled ´ for the
doublet lower in energy and ` for the doublet higher in energy.
The results for the procedure are presented in Figure 19.
We see that the results obtained by the simulations do satisfy underlying group
theoretical considerations for the quantum well structure outlined in [40]. We will
begin our discussion by restating them. We first consider the Quantum Well under
no electric field. In quantum wells with an odd number of Silicon layers NSi , the
structure is a member of the point-group D2d , which allows the Dresselhaus spin
orbit term
HSO “ βD pk̂r100s σ̂r100s ´ k̂r010s σ̂r010s q

(134)

to have non-zero values of β. For an even number of Silicon layers, the well has
D2h symmetry, which does not permit any of the spin orbit terms to have non-zero
value.
Under an a constant electric field Ez applied along the z-direction, the quantum well point group becomes C2v , and both Dresselhaus and Rashba spin orbit
interaction terms are allowed in the expression
HSO “ βD pk̂r100s σ̂r100s ´ k̂r010s σ̂r010s q ` αR pk̂r010s σ̂r100s ´ k̂r100s σ̂r010s q,

(135)

Following the analysis in [40], the Dresselhaus term βD pEz q is an even function of Ez
for NSi odd and an odd function of Ez for NSi even. Regardless of the layer number,
the Dresselhaus term βD pEz q will always be an odd function with respect to Ez . We
observe this predicted behaviour in Figure 19a and 19b.
One important consequence of this is that when changing the number of layers
in the numerical model, this was by moving the position of the top interface shown
in Figure 19d, so that the behaviour with respect to surface steps of βD pEz q and
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Figure 19: Results from the infinitely extended Quantum Well Tight Binding Calculations. The Rashba and Dresselhaus spin orbit coefficients α and β as well as the Valley
splitting are swept over the electric field Ez in confinement direction. The coefficients are
plotted separately for the higher ` (continuous lines) and lower lying ´ (dashed lines)
valley eigenstates for the Quantum well widths N “ 89, 90, 91 and 92.
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αR pEz q in the high electric field limit will be described by the behaviour for the
negative fields half space shown in Figure 19a and 19b. We see that the Rashba
coefficient retains the same sign with respect to the higher and lower lying valley
eigenstate, but the Dresselhaus coefficient switched sign. This is therefore an important aspect to consider when modelling the quantum well, since the dresselhaus
coefficient may oscillate quite drastically as a consequence when transported through
the quantum well in a conveyor mode operation.

6.10

Diffusive Interface Modelling in the Tight Binding framework

Realistic Silicon to Silicon Germanium interfaces will not exhibit the abrupt transition outlined here, but will, on average, feature a gradual transition over a distance
of a few atomic layers [62]. A useful study to undertake would be to go from the
perfectly homogeneous regions used in the procedure so far by a full VCA description of the Quantum Well. The well would then consist of perfectly homogeneous
VCA Si1´x Gex layers in the x and y directions. These exact composition of each
layer will be described by an alloy function xalloy pzq along the growth direction z,
which may be modelled as [25]:
˙
ˆ
˙
*
" „ ˆ
z ´ zR
z ´ zL
1
erf
´ erf
`1
xalloy pzq “ xalloy,0
2
Ldiff,R
Ldiff,L

(136)

with the error function erfpxq and zL ă zR , yielding the z dependent layer composition Si1´xalloy pzq Gexalloy pzq . far away from the quantum well location at z Ñ ˘8, the
alloy parameter takes on the value of the virtual substrate xalloy,0 .
The extend of the supercell remains translational invariant in the x and y directions, with the effective lattice parameter aSiGe,0 of the virtual substrate layers at
z Ñ ˘8.
As for the results, we would expect a reduction of the interface coupled effects,
which would mean a reduction in both valley splitting (as predicted for simple
effective mass models [63]) as well as the spin orbit coupling coefficients.

7
7.1

Discussion
Device considerations

Both transport modes exhibit a high anisotropy for the orientation of the surface
steps with respect to their transport direction. The conveyor, for transport along
the misscut normal, will experience the maximally possible fluctuation of the valley
splitting.
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The electrostatic field in growth direction was not very large for the simulations
of the Conveyor devices, with a maximum field to gate voltage dependence of
BEz
µV 1
« 3.75
BV0
nm mV

(137)

for the contact fields. If possible, it would therefore be recommendable to introduce a
backgate below the virtual SiGe substrate (see Figure 2), so that the whole conveyor
structure could be uniformly put at a reference potential higher than the backgate,
allowing for an approximately constant field pulling the electrons towards the top
surface at all times. As mentioned earlier, this improves the overall value of the
valley splitting, since the magnitude of the valley splitting in each projector region
will be the same (in the high field limit, the steps on the bottom interface loose
their influence on the wave function, effectively joining projector regions which were
previously separated by a bottom step.

7.2

Predictive power of the model

There are two core issues where the QuBus model outlined in this thesis may have
difficulties in establishing a proper link between results from the model and experimental results from the manufactured devices. First, matching experimentally
extracted parameters to those obtained from the Tight Binding procedure may not
be as easily linked to their physical origin in the model used here. A diffusive interface is expected to lower the magnitude of both the valley splitting as well as the
spin orbit coefficients, while interface disorder (in this thesis only introduced in the
form of steps) may lead to a similar lowering. The VCA model of the SiGe layers
also limits the types of spin orbit effects one can expect in the quantum well, since
it assumes much higher symmetry properties for these material compositions than
they exhibits in nature [28]. In realistic structures, the positioning of the physical
Silicon and Germanium atoms in the SiGe alloy breaks these group theoretical considerations, and in principle all combinations of k and σ operators may appear in
the spin orbit Hamiltonian.
Secondly, the modelling of the charged background in the device is a difficult
task. Due to the highlighted importance of individual defects close to the transport
channel, it may be difficult to create a proper statistical model of the effects on
the device performance. The approach which was started in this thesis assumes
a separation of a random statistical background potential from a few discretely
modelled charges close to the channel.
One point of critique one might bring up is that the treatment of the spin orbit
effects in the Tight Binding model is done via using an empirical parameter λ, and
only between the p-orbitals. The value is then fitted so that the Spin-Orbit Splitting
at the Valence Band maximum reaches its experimentally measured value [51]. The
Bloch functions we obtain from the Tight Binding model lie at the bottom of the
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Figure 20: Illustration of the composition of conduction band minima Bloch functions in
terms of orbitals in Silicon. 20a indicates the composition in terms of p and d orbitals for
the different bands, with the black to white gradient corresponding to decreasing weight
of the orbital. 20b shows the composition for the ∆y and ∆z conduction band minima,
respectively. The composition in terms of d-orbitals differ since the set of d-orbitals is not
symmetric with respect to the directions x||r100s, z||r001s.
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Silicon conduction band valleys. Figure 20 shows that, at this point, the composition of the wave function in terms of orbitals actually has a total contribution from
d valleys of approximately 40%. It would be interesting to know if the motivation
for neglecting the d orbital spin orbit effects is that is only has a minor effect on the
overall spin orbit interaction (a comment in [51] seems to indicate that this is the
case).

8

Conclusion and Outlook

In this thesis, the specific realisation of coherent quantum transfer devices in Silicon/Silicon Germanium heterostructures was investigated via numerical and theoretical means. We assembled a theoretical description of the nano structure, using
the circumstances that a gate defined quantum dot will feature a rather smooth
electrostatic potential perpendicular to the well confinement, so that an Envelope
Function Approximation was possible.
To obtain the electrostatic confinement potential, we used the fact that the
QuBus is expected to work in a single electron regime, with other charge carriers
ideally far removed from the Transport Channel, to find the electrostatic potential
in the quantum well plane by a solution of a homogeneous Poisson equation, which
was computed using a Finite Element Solver. Since the Poisson equation is linear,
we could solve a equation with all the other gate contacts set to zero, and later on
construct the potential via superposition of the individual solutions weighted by the
signals applied to the contacts.
We first simulated the 3D Electrostatic Potential configuration, which allowed
us to extract the electrostatic confinement potential in the Quantum Well plane,
as well as the linearly approximated electric field Ez in the Quantum Well Growth
direction.
Using this, a tight binding model employed to compute the valley splitting and
spin orbit coefficients for separate quantum well heights and Electric Fields, allowing
us to reduce the treatment of the transport dynamics fully to the 2D quantum well
plane.
We chose the type of surface disorder to be modelled by discrete means as the
interface steps resulting from miscuts during the growth process. This assumption
was made that, with length scales for the electron spread deemed realistic for the
Silicon/Silicon Germanium technology, an electron would just average out the effects
of disorder on small length scales, which would result e.g. in an effective valley
splitting smaller than the one obtained from the tight binding simulations [64].
The Thesis demonstrated that while there are effects which may negatively impact charge transfer (impurity tunneling) or coherent state transfer (step traversal,
valley phase dependent tunnel coupling for bucket brigade in both cases), most of
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these issues can be avoided by simply performing the transport at a sufficiently slow
rate, as one would expect from the adiabatic theorem (152). However, one has to
keep in mind that all the requirements for high Fidelity coherent spin state transfer can be fulfilled under the constraint of short enough transfer times to perform
quantum error correction on a surface code based on an architecture which will be
heavily reliant on the QuBus devices, which may put lower limits on the sweep rate.
Future work should definitely be carried out in close proximity to experimental
endeavours, and put a focus on a proper physical motivation of surface disorder and
background charges. It is, for example, at this point uncertain how much of a role the
charged background impurities will really play for practical use. One important case
which went unmentioned so far is the influence of a charged background impurity
on the location of the electron in the z-direction. Taking a look at Figure 19d, an
impurity generating an electric field on the order of 1 mV/nm would be easily able
to pull an interface bound electron into the middle of the well, leading to e.g. a
significant drop in Valley Splitting (see Figure 19c).
That said, the conveyor device offers many degrees of freedom one can use to
gain a better understanding of the internal device physics. Using the sweep rate to
probe the adiabaticity of the transport could potentially yield interesting data sets
which one could try to match to the corresponding simulations.
The valley degree of freedom may experience diabatic transitions during transport in both the bucket brigade and the conveyor modes, which may lead to issues
due to the spin-valley coupling effects and the associated relaxations mechanisms
[30].
The perfect step model is definitely not modelling reality exactly, neither is it
the only type of interface disorder to be found in the Quantum Wells. It would
therefore be interesting to manufacture many QuBus systems on ideally identical
chips while orienting them along different directions. The step disorder used as the
main interface disorder in this thesis would indiciate that the performance of the
differently oriented devices may be quite sensitive to the alignment of step disorder
and transport direction, which would be important information for the layout of
QuBus based Quantum Computing Architectures.
Regarding the predictive power of the model, there are several points where
the modelling of the experimental reality exhibits significant vagueness, which was
discussed earlier.
An important step is to revisit the emergence of the spin-orbit coupling coefficients from the tight binding treatment, since the results presented in this thesis
do not match with the qualitative electric field dependence of the Dresselhaus spin
orbit interaction outlined in [40].
The thesis, while outlining most of the relevant methods required to study most
of the effects we are expecting to be of significance during the QuBus operation, did
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not yet include an application to large enough data sets. A first candidate for such
studies would be the case of a single impurity as a disorder potential treated earlier
in Section 5.1.2, which should be done for a statistically relevant set of random
charge configurations, to estimate the impact on devices w.r.t. the inhibition of
charge transfer as well as other adiabaticity issues.
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Appendices
A
A.1

Important derivations
The adiabatic theorem

The adiabatic theorem states that for a Hamiltonian evolving slowly enough in time
(where slowly is measured with respect to the (instantaneous) spectral properties
of the Hamiltonian), a state initialized in an initial instantaneous eigenstate will
remain in the corresponding time-parametrized instantaneous eigenstate during the
following time evolution. We start with time-dependent Hamiltonian Ĥpptqq, which
retains a non-degenerate spectrum during all times t. We assume that the Hamiltonian can be written in a way where its time dependence enters implicitly via the
time dependent parameter ptq. We then define the set of instantaneous eigenpairs
t|npqy, En pqu via:
Ĥpq|npqy “ En pq|npqy

(138)

with n “ 0, 1, . . . , enumerating the eigenstates from the lowest to the highest energy eigenvalue. We will now follow the time evolution of a quantum state |ψptqy
subject to this Hamiltonian. We first expand it in the instantaneous eigenbasis of
the Hamiltonian:
ÿ
|ψptqy “

cn ptq|npptqqy, cn ptq “ xnpptqq|ψptqy

(139)

n

The Schrödinger equation in this basis reads
B
|ψptqy “ Ĥpptqq|ψptqy
Bt
ˆÿ
˙
ÿ
B
cm ptq|mpptqqy “ Ĥpptqq cl ptq|lpptqqy
ñ i~
Bt m
l
ˆÿ
˙ ÿ
Bcm ptq
Bmpptqq
ñ i~
|mpptqqy ` cm ptq|
y “
cl ptqEl pptqq|lpptqqy
Bt
Bt
m
l
ˆÿ
˙
Bcm ptq
Bptq Bmpptqq
1ÿ
ñ
|mpptqqy ` cm ptq
|
y “ ´i
cl ptqEl pptqq|lpptqqy
Bt
Bt
B
~ l
m
i~

(140)
We now project the Schrödinger equation onto the nth eigenstate |npptqqy:
ˆÿ
˙
Bcm ptq
Bptq
Bmpptqq
xnpptqq|mpptqqy ` cm ptq
xnpptqq|
y
Bt
Bt
B
m
1ÿ
“ ´i
cl ptqEl pptqqxnpptqq|lpptqqy
~ l

A1

(141)

which, using the orthogonality relation of the instantaneous eigenstates xnpptqq|mpptqqy “
δn,m where δn,m is the Kronecker Delta, is
Bmpptqq
1
Bcn ptq ÿ
Bptq
` cm ptq
xnpptqq|
y “ ´i cn ptqEn pptqq
Bt
Bt
B
~
m
Bcn ptq ”
1
Bptq
Bnpptqq ı
ñ
“ ´ i En pptqq ´
xnpptqq|
y cn ptq
Bt
~
Bt
B
Bptq ÿ
Bmpptqq
´
ycm ptq.
(142)
xnpptqq|
Bt m‰n
B
On the right hand side, we may identify the following terms: The time evolution of
the isolated eigenstate
1
´ i En pptqqcn ptq,
~

(143)

the geometric (Berry) phase
´

Bptq
Bnpptqq ı
xnpptqq|
y cn ptq,
Bt
B

(144)

and at last the coupling term to other eigenstates
´

Bmpptqq
Bptq ÿ
xnpptqq|
ycm ptq.
Bt m‰n
B

(145)

If the ”speed of propagation through the spectrum” Bptq{Bt is sufficiently small, the
last term becomes negligible, so that the time evolution is approximately given by
1
Bptq
Bnpptqq ı
Bcn ptq ”
« ´ i En pptqq ´
xnpptqq|
y cn ptq.
(146)
Bt
~
Bt
B
In this case, there is no transfer of occupation between the states, and all the eigenstates just experience an evolution of the phase factor both via the ”energy phase”
and the geometric phase:
cn ptq « cn pt “ 0qe´iΦn ptq .

(147)

with

ż
Bpt1 q
Bnppt1 qq ı
1 t 1”
1
dt En ppt1 qq ´ i~
xnppt
qq|
(148)
Φn ptq “
y
~ 0
Bt1
B
For the coupling term between the eigenstates, it is useful to consider the relation

[31]:
)
B!
xnpq|Ĥpq|mpqy “ 0
B
Bmpq
B Ĥpq
Bnpq
ñx
|Ĥpq|mpqy ` xnpq|Ĥpq|
y ` xnpq|
|mpqy “ 0
B
B
B
Bnpq
Bmpq
B Ĥpq
ñ Em pqx
|mpqy ` En pqxnpq|
y ` xnpq|
|mpqy “ 0.
B
B
B

(149)

Using that
x

Bnpq
Bmpq
|mpqy “ ´xnpq|
y
B
B
A2

(150)

leads to
´ xnpq|

|mpqy
xnpq| BĤpq
Bmpq
B
y“
.
B
En pq ´ Em pq

(151)

With this, the time evolution (142) can be rewritten as
Bcn ptq ÿ
Bmpptqq
1
Bptq
` cm ptq
xnpptqq|
y “ ´i cn ptqEn pptqq
Bt
Bt
B
~
m
”
ı
1
Bptq
Bnpptqq
Bcn ptq
“ ´ i En pptqq ´
xnpptqq|
y cn ptq
ñ
Bt
~
Bt
B
ˇ
B Ĥpq
Bptq ÿ xnpq| B |mpqy ˇˇ
`
cm ptq.
(152)
Bt
En pq ´ Em pq ˇ
“ptq

m‰n

A.2

Relation between kinetic momentum and transition dipole
moment

We start with the Hamiltonian
Ĥ “

‰2
1 “
p̂ ` eApr̂q ` V pr̂q,
2me

(153)

of which |ψa y and |ψb y are eigenstates. The commutator of the position operator
and the Hamiltonian is
rr̂, Ĥs “ i~∇p̂ Ĥ “ i~

1
pp̂ ` eApr̂qq,
me

(154)

where p̂ ` eApr̂q is the kinetic momentum. The transition matrix element of the
kinetic momentum is then
xψa |p̂ ` eApr̂q|ψb y “ ´i

me
me
xψa |rr̂, Ĥs|ψb y “ ´i pEa ´ Eb qxψa |r̂|ψb y,
~
~

(155)

where states |ψa y and |ψb y being eigenstates of the Hamiltonian Ĥ has been used
in the last equality. In particular, this means that the expectation value xψa |p̂ `
eApr̂q|ψa y of the kinetic momentum of an eigenstate |ψa y of Ĥ is zero, where we
assume that we are dealing with a finite system.

A3

B

Rotation Matrices

In an N -dimensional vector space, an arbitrary rotation can be constructed by
chaining together N pN ´ 1q{2 independent rotations, e.g. a set of Euler rotations.
In three dimensions, a general rotation can e.g. be constructed from the set of
3p3 ´ 1q{2 “ 3 rotation matrices around the coordinate axes:
»
fi
1
0
0
—
ffi
Rx pαq “ –0 cospαq ´ sinpαqfl
0 sinpαq cospαq
»
fi
cospβq 0 sinpβq
—
ffi
Ry pβq “ –
0
1
0 fl
´ sinpβq 0 cospβq
»
fi
cospγq ´ sinpγq 0
—
ffi
Rz pγq “ – sinpγq cospγq 0fl
0

0

A4

1

(156)

(157)

(158)

C

Table of angular dependence of Tight Binding
Orbital Hopping Energies

This table is reproduced from reference [48]. l, m and n are the cosines of the
bond direction between the two atoms (Rj ´ Ri ) for coupling between two atoms
at positions Rj and Ri ) with respect to the spatial coordinate axes x, y and z.
Table 2: Energy integrals for crystal in terms of two center integrals.
Es,s

pssσq

Es,x

lpspσq

Ex,x

l2 pppσq ` p1 ´ l2 qpppπq

Ex,y

lmpppσq ´ lmpppπq

Ex,z

lnpppσq ´ lnpppπq
?
3lmpsdσq
? 2
1
2
2 3pl ´ m qpsdσq

Es,xy
Es,x2 ´y2

Ez,3z 2 ´r2

rn2 ´ 21 pl2 ` m2 qspsdσq
? 2
3l mppdσq ` mp1 ´ 2l2 qppdπq
?
3lmnppdσq ´ 2lmnppdπq
? 2
3l nppdσq ` np1 ´ 2l2 qppdπq
?
1
2
2
2
2
2 3lpl ´ m qppdσq ` lp1 ´ l ` m qppdπq
?
1
2
2
2
2
2 3mpl ´ m qppdσq ´ mp1 ` l ´ m qppdπq
?
1
2
2
2
2
2 3npl ´ m qppdσq ´ npl ´ m qppdπq
?
lrn2 ´ 21 pl2 ` m2 qsppdσq ´ 3ln2 ppdπq
?
mrn2 ´ 12 pl2 ` m2 qsppdσq ´ 3mn2 ppdπq
?
nrn2 ´ 12 pl2 ` m2 qsppdσq ` 3npl2 ` m2 qppdπq

Exy,xy

3l2 m2 pddσq ` pl2 ` m2 ´ 4l2 m2 qpddπq ` pn2 ` l2 m2 qpddδq

Exy,yz

3lm2 npddσq ` lnp1 ´ 4m2 qpddπq ` lnpm2 ´ 1qpddδq

Exy,zx

3l2 mnpddσq ` mnp1 ´ 4l2 qpddπq ` mnpl2 ´ 1qpddδq

Exy,x2 ´y2

3
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2 lmpl ´ m qpddσq ` 2lmpm ´ l qpddπq ` 2 lmpl ´ m qpddδq
3
1 2
2
2
2
2
2
2 mnpl ´ m qpddσq ´ mnr1 ` 2pl ´ m qspddπq ` mnr1 ` 2 pl ´ m qspddδq
3
1 2
2
2
2
2
2
2 nlpl ´ m qpddσq ` nlr1 ´ 2pl ´ m qspddπq ´ nlr1 ´ 2 pl ´ m qspddδq
?
?
?
3lmrn2 ´ 21 pl2 ` m2 qspddσq ´ 2 3lmn2 pddπq ` 12 3lmp1 ` n2 qpddδq
?
?
?
3mnrn2 ´ 21 pl2 ` m2 qspddσq ` 3mnpl2 ` m2 ´ n2 qpddπq ´ 12 3mnpl2 ` m2 qpddδq
?
?
?
3lnrn2 ´ 21 pl2 ` m2 qspddσq ` 3lnpl2 ` m2 ´ n2 qpddπq ´ 12 3lnpl2 ` m2 qpddδq
3 2
1 2
2 2
2
2
2
2 2
2
2 2
4 pl ´ m q pddσq ` rl ` m ´ pl ´ m q spddπq ` rn ` 4 pl ´ m q spddδq
?
?
1
1 2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2 3pl ´ m qrn ´ 2 pl ` m qspddσq ` 3n pm ´ l qpddπq
?
`rn2 ` 14 3p1 ` n2 qpl2 ´ m2 qpddδq
rn2 ´ 21 pl2 ` m2 qs2 pddσq ` 3n2 pl2 ` m2 qpddπq ` 43 pl2 ` m2 q2 pddδq

Es,3zx2 ´r2
Ex,xy
Ex,yz
Ex,zx
Ex,x2 ´y2
Ey,x2 ´y2
Ez,x2 ´y2
Ex,3z 2 ´r2
Ey,3z 2 ´r2

Eyz,x2 ´y2
Ezx,x2 ´y2
Exy,3z 2 ´r2
Eyz,3z 2 ´r2
Ezx,3z 2 ´r2
Ex2 ´y2 ,x2 ´y2
Ex2 ´y2 ,3z 2 ´r2
E3z 2 ´r2 ,3z 2 ´r2
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D

Tight Binding Parametrisation

This table is a replication of TABLE IV in [53]
Table 3: Tight-binding parameters for Si and Ge (same-site and two-center integrals) in
the Slater-Koster notation [48]; units are in eV.
Parameter

E

Si

Ge

Es

-2.15168

-1.95617

Ep

4.22925

5.30970

Es˚

19.11650

19.29600

Ed

13.78950

13.58060

λ

0.01989

0.10132

ssσ

-1.95933

-1.39456

s˚ s˚ σ

-4.24135

-3.56680

ss˚ σ

-1.52230

-2.01830

spσ

3.02562

2.73135

s˚ pσ

3.15565

2.68638

sdσ

-2.28485

-2.64779

s˚ dσ

-0.80993

-1.12312

ppσ

4.10364

4.28921

ppπ

-1.51801

-1.73707

pdσ

-1.35554

-2.00115

pdπ

2.38479

2.10953

ddσ

-1.68136

-1.32941

ddπ

2.58880

2.56261

ddδ

-1.81400

-1.95120

Conventions used in the Thesis

Unit vectors are denoted as e, with a subscript denoting its orientation, e.g. tex , ey , ez u
is a set of unit vectors associated with a three dimensional Cartesian coordinate
system. Quantum Operators are usually given a hat, so that e.g. the observable A
corresponds to the operator Â. Vector valued operators are written as a vector of
operators Â, which e.g. expanded in Cartesian coordinates takes the form:
Â “ Âx ex ` Ây ey ` Âz ez ,

A6

(159)

F

QuBus Finite Element Mesh

Figure 21: Visualisation of the QuBus Finite Element Mesh.
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